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EQUATIONAL

LOGIC

Walter Taylor

This is a surveyof existingwork of many authorsin equationallogic or varietiesof
algebras.Our primary interest is in equations for general algebraic systems,and we will
not report in detail on equations in special systems (e.g., fields, where equations
began). As a branch or "fragment" of general first order logic, this subject has two
aspects, one focusing attention on the formal expressions(in this case, the equations),
and the other focusing on the models of these equations. We give slightly more

attention to the first of these, focusing, until õ 13, on sets of equations. This survey

owes much to an expository article of Tarski [413] in 1968, and to some unpublished
notes of D. Pigozzi (ca. 1970). Our exposition will be self-contained for the general
mathematician, the only special prerequisite being a rudimentary understandingof the
term "decidable." We include no proofs. This survey originated in a seriesof talks at
the 1975 Summer Research Institute of the Australian Mathematical Society. Some

valuable suggestionsabout this article were made by G. Bergman, W. J. Blok, S.

Comer, B. Cs•kfiny, B. Davey, A. Day, G. Gr//tzer, W. Hodges, B. J6nsson, R.
McKenzie, G. McNulty, J. Mycielski, E. A. Palyutin, D. Pigozzi, A. Pixley, and A.D.
Tat'manov.

Our objective is to make more mathematicians aware of this subject and to

provide a readable introduction to its examples,its theorems, and what they mean in a
fairly broad context. At the same time we hope to provide a reasonably complete
survey of the literature which will be helpful to specialists. For these reasons(and

others) we have omitted all proofs, and so perhaps we should warn the reader of one
aspect of the subject on which we have not commented in detail: which of these
results were most difficult to prove.

But here we may mention one of the attractions of equational logic: there are

hard and interestingtheoremswhicharevery easyto state(a propertyof all attractive
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forms of mathematics from the Theorem of Pythagoras onward). While the maturity

and value of mathematicallogic are unquestionednowadays,we hope the readerwill
also gain an insight into the present-dayvigor (if not yet maturity) of generalalgebra.
This subject has been clouded by a skepticism ranging from Marczewski's [283]
sympathetic warning:

[In subjectslike general topology and general algebra]
it is easy to get strandedin trivial topics, and caughtin
the net of overdetailed conditions, of futile
generalizations.

to the outright malediction: "nobody should specializein it" ([184],

[64]). This

injunction is certainly out of date (if indeed it ever was valid), and we hope this survey

will be adequate evidence of the successes
of specialistsin universalalgebra. And
perhaps this survey will help dispel another (closely related) myth, which is
epitomized by Baer's remark [16, page 286], "The acid test for [a wide variety of

methods in universalalgebra] will always be found in the theory of groups."Many
interesting results and ideas here either collapsecompletely or become hopelessly
complicated when applied to groups;but there is no lack of interestingclassesof
algebrasdefined by equationsto which the theories may be applied, as we shall see.
And this again is one of the attractions of the subject.

The writing of this survey was supported, in part, at various times, by the
University of Colorado, the Australian-American Educational Foundation and the
National Science Foundation. An early ancestor of this survey was a report of the
Australian S. R. I. lectureswhich appearedin the proceedingsof the SzegedUniversal
Algebra conference of 1975.

Although we believethe matehal unfolds rather naturally in the order we present
it, only õ õ 1,2, 3, 5 are essentialto read first.
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1. Early history and definitions. For a very readable history of algebra,consult
Birkhoff [ 51 ], [ 52], [ 53]. The role of algebraic equations was pronounced from the
start (e.g. duplication of a cube, solvability of third and fourth degree equations,

unsolvability of fifth degree equations, etc.). We are concerned with the identical
satisfaction of an equation - e.g. the associativelaw
x + (y + z) = (x +y) + z

holds for all real numbers x, y, z. The importance of equations holding identically
emerged with the axiomatic approach to group theory and ring theory, and later with

Boolean
algebra
(late19th century)
andlattice
theory
(early20thcentury).
Thefirst
general result on identities was Birkhoff's 1935 theorem [48] which is stated in detail

in õ3 below.

A typeis a family(nt)t• T of naturalnumbers
(0 • nt < co)(whereco= first
infiniteordinal).(Typically,in ourdiscussion
thetype(nt)t•T isarbitrary
butfixed.)

An algebra
[of type(nt)t•T] isa structure
of theformA = (A,Ft)t• T, wherefor
eacht • T, Ft isa function

Ft:Ant-•A
(sometimes
called
annt-ary
operation).
(Remember
thatA¸ isa singleton,
andsoif
nt = 0, thenFt hasone-point
range,
i.e.Ft canbethought
of asa designated
element
a "constant" - of A.)

A homomorphism
•o:A-• B between
algebras
A = (A,Ft)tGT andB = (B,Gt)tG
T
(of the sametype) is a function •o: A -• B suchthat always

•øFt(a1,a2,'")= Gt(•øa1,•øa2,'")'
If •ois onto then B is a homomorphicimageof A; if•o is the inclusionmap of A _CB,

thenA isasubalgebra
of B.If Ai = (Ai,Fit)tG
T (i • I) arealgebras
allof thesame
type,
then we define the product
II

=

i • IAi (IIAi'Ft)'
where

Ft(ot
1,or2,...)
= (Fit(Otli,Ot2i,...):
i • I).
A congruence
relationon A is any equivalence
relation0 on A givenby (a,b) • 0 iff
•o(a)= •o(b)for somefixed homomorphism•o' A -• B.
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2. The existence of free algebras. Let V be any classof algebrasof fixed type.

By definitiona V-freealgebraon the set X (denotedFv(X)) is an algebraB =
(B,Ft)t•-T suchthat
(1) B c V;
(2) X c_B;

(3) if A c V and •0: X-+A is any function,then there existsa unique

homomorphism
•: B -+A with• ] X = •0'
One easily checksthat if B and C are each V-free on X, then there exists a unique

isomorphism •: B-+ C with • the identity on X. (Thus we may say "the" V-free
algebra on X.)

THEOREM. [48]. If

V is any non-trivial class of algebras closed under the

formationof subalgebras
andproducts,
thenFv(X) exists
for everyX.
A proof can be found in any of our references on general algebra. Birkhoff's
original proof has been abstracted in category theory to yield the "adjoint functor

theorem." See e.g., [ 143, page 84]. For some other adjointnessresults on classesV see
e.g., [432]

and [346, pages 148-149].

Such generalized free objects (e.g. tensor

algebras and universal enveloping algebras) were important in Lawvere's development

of an invariant approach to this subject (see õ 7 below).
Familiar examples of free algebrasare free groups and free AbelJan groups. Thus
in some (but not all) cases,elements of free algebras can be written as "words." (We

will return to this point in õ 12 below.) This more concrete description of free algebras

has also caught the attention of category theorists;seee.g. Gray [ 170].
It is unclear whether there is a successfulgeneralization of the Theorem to more

general classesV. Gratzer [ 163, Chapter 8] proposedsuch a generalizationfor classes
V defined by a set 22of first order sentences.But unfortunately his "free algebra" was
not independent of the choice of axiomatization • [Colorado Logic Seminar, Spring,
1969, unpublished].

Perhapsthe most remarkable recent result on free algebrasis Shelah's[397]: if 3,

is a singularcardinal,every subalgebra
of A with < 3, generators
is free, and A has
cardinality 3,, then A is a free algebra.
Notational convention henceforth: K is the classof all algebrasof the fixed type
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(nt)t•T. By the theorem,FK(X) alwaysexists.It is sometimes
called"absolutely
free."

A termis an elementof the absolutely
freealgebra
FK(X), anequation
isa pair
of terms (o,r), usually written o = r or similarly. In our context (namely, the identical
satisfaction of equations), equations are often referred to as identities or laws (or
sometimeseven by the astronomicalterm "syzygy" - see e.g. [440] ).

To know terms more explicitly, we shouldhave a more explicit representationof

the absolutely
free algebraFK(X). (Onesuchrepresentation
is adequate,
sinceall
absolutely free algebrason X are isomorphic via a unique isomorphismover X.) To do
this, we will first redefine "term" by the following recursire schemefor generating

formal expressions
(regardingthe membersof X and the symbolsFt(t G T) as
belonging to an "alphabet"):
(1) x is a term whenever x G X;

(2) Fta1 --' an isa termwhenever
a 1,...,an areterms.
t

t,,

n

LetT bethesetofallterms,
anddefine
operations
Ft: T t • Tvia

Ft(a1....,Otnt)
=Fta1... an.
EXERCISE.(T,Ft)t•-T isK-freeonX.
EXAMPLE.

If we are dealing with one binary operation F, then the following

are in T (and hence are terms):

Fxy, Fyx, FxFyz, FFxyz.
And so the following are equations:
Fxy = Fyx
FxFyz = FFxyz,

which are readily recognized as the usual commutative and associativelaws for F.

3. Equationally defined classes.We say that the equation o = r holds identically
in the algebra A, in symbols

A •o=r,

iff •0(o)= •r) for everyhomomorphism
•0:FK(X) • A. (N.b.recallthat•0:FKX • A
is givenexactlyby •00:X-• A. Thusour definitionis easilyseento be a precise
formulation

of the idea that o and r "come out the same" nomatter

what elements of
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A are taken as values of the "variables" x C X appearingin o and r, i.e. the usualidea

for familiar equations like the associativelaw.) An equationally defined classof
algebras,alias a variety, is a classV for which there exists a set Z of equations with

V=mod23=(A:

for alleC23, A • e).

(Here "mod 23"abbreviates"the classof all modelsof 23.")
THEOREM. (Birkhoff 1935 [48] ). V is a variety if and only if V is closedunder
formation of products, homomorphic imagesand subalgebras.
This enormously important result, in a style almost unheard of at its time,
effectively began "model theory." (See e.g. Tarski [41 1].) It can be considered the
ancestor of almost all research described in this survey. And yet in his history of
modern algebra [52], Birkhoff alludes to it in half a line only!
This theorem has been followed over the years by many others of a similar
format - sometimes called "preservation theorems" since Birkhoff's theorem (together
with compactness)has the corollary that if a sentence•0 is preservedunder formation

of homomorphic images, subalgebras and products, then •0 is equivalent to a
conjunction of equations. For instance Keisler and Shelah proved that a classL of
structures is definable by a set of first order sentences iff L is closed under the

formation of isomorphic structures, ultraproducts and ultraroots. (Keisler proved this
assuming the G.C.H., and Shelah [396]
preservation theorems, see e.g. [276].

without. See also [7].)

For many other

More in keeping with the algebraic results of

this survey are the following three theorems.

THEOREM. ([228] ;seealso [366]).

V is definable by regular equations if and

only if V is closedunder the formation of products,subalgebras,homomorphicimages
and sup-algebras.
(An equation is regular if and only if exactly the same variables appear on both

sides.The sup-algebra
of type (nt)tCT (uniquewithinisomorphism)
is the algebra
({ 0,1),Ft)tGT,wherefor eacht,

0 ifal

ant

Ft(a1,...,ant)
=
1

otherwise.)

THEOREM. ([ 151], [55]; see also [395] ). V is definable by linear equationsif
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and only if V is closedunder the formation of products, subalgebras,homomorphic
imagesand complex algebras.
(An equation is linear iff each side has at most one occurrence of every variable.

If A = (A,Ft)tCT isanyalgebra,
thecomplex
algebra
of A isB = (B,Gt)tCT, whereB is
the set of non-empty subsetsof A, and

Gt(u
1,...,unt)
={Ft(a
1....,ant):
ai • ui (1• i • nt)•.)
The next important result really goesback to J.C.C. McKinsey [303] in 1943 (he
proved a theorem which, in combination with the above theorem of Keisler and

Shelah, immediately yields our statement). The present formulation was probably first

given by A. I. Malcev [280, page 214], [279, page 29] ;many other proofs have been
independently given [166],

[307],

[394],

[145],

[28]

- although the precise

formulation differs from author to author. See also [85, Theorem 6.2.8, page 337],

and for related results[33],[239],[186]

THEOREM.

and [187].

V is definable by equational implications iff V is closed under the

formation of products, subalgebrasand direct limits.
An equational implication is a formula of the form

(el&e 2&-..&en)-•e,
wheree,e1,...,en areequations,
for examplethe formula
(xy = xz -• y = z)

defining left-cancellative semigroups among all semigroups. For direct limits see

[163],

[143] (or any other book on category theory). For some interesting classes

defined by equational implication, see [417] and [40]. For someinfinitary analogsof
Birkhoff's theorem see [402], and of McKinsey's theorem, see [186].

In the next

result, infinitary formulas are in a sense forced upon one, even though it is a result

about ordinary finitary algebras.A generalizedequationalimplication is a formula

i•iei-•e,
wheree, ei (i • I) are equations
(possibly
infinitelymany).The next theoremwas
perhaps first stated in [33], although maybe some other people knew of it.

THEOREM. V is definableby a classof generalizedequationalimplicationsiff V

6
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is closedunder the formation of products and subalgebras.
Fisher has in fact shown [ 138] that we can always take this classof formulas to

be a setill Vop•nkagprincipleholds.(Thisis one of the proposed"higher"axiomsof
set theory.) Some less conclusive results about classesclosed under the formation of

products and subalgebrasoccur in [196], [ 177], and [ 178]. Some mistakes of [ 155]
are corrected in [327].

For some other infinitary (in this case, topological) analogs of Birkhoff"s

theorem, see [ 112], [108], and [428]. (A unified treatment appears in [ 109] .) For
instance, the condition

(*)

n!x• 0

defines a class of topological Abelian groups (here • means "convergesto"), which
contains all finite discrete groups but not the circle group. In [428] there is a theory
of classesdefined by conditions similar to (*); these classesare called "varieties" of
topological algebras.

See [57]

for another analog of Birkhoff's theorem which goes beyond pure

algebra.

4. Generationof varietiesand subdirectrepresentation.
Let V0 be any
collection of algebras of the same type. Since the intersection of any family of

varietiesis againa variety,thereexistsa smallest
varietyI,' D_V0. It clearlyfollows
from õ3 that

I,'= ModEq V0,
whereEq V0 meansthe setof equations
holdingidenticallyin V0. It isalsoveryeasy
to prove (using Birkhoff's theorem of õ 3) that

V = HSP
since, as one easily checks, the R.H.S. is H-, S- and P-closed.Problem 31 of Gnitzer's
book [ 163] asks whether this fact implies the axiom of choice. (For M any classof

algebras, HM, SM, PM denote the classesof algebras isomorphic to homomorphic

images,subalgebras
and productsof algebrasin M.) In practice, S and P seemnatural

enough,affording a "co6rdinate" representationof [some] algebrasin V using

algebras
of V0. ButH seems
less
natural,
andonehopes
in favourable
circumstances
to
avoid it, arriving at
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(*) V=SP VO,

an equation
whichonecanoccasionally
provefor a givenVO,or, lessdifficult,given
V, onecanlookfora manageable
V0 for which(*) istrue.Forexample
it ishistorical
that if V is the varietyof vectorspaces
overa fixedfield,then(*) holdsfor V0
containing only a single one-dimensional space. And Stone's (1936) representation
theorem for Boolean algebrassaid (in part) that if V is the variety of Boolean algebras,

then(*) holdsfor V0 consisting
of onlya two-element
algebra.
The key to understanding (*)
representation theorem [49],

in general is Birkhoff's (1944)

subdirect

which in fact is a generalization of Stone's theorem

above. An algebra A is said to be subdirectly irreducible iff it cannot be non-trivially

embedded in a product of other algebras, i.e. any family of homomorphisms
separatingpoints of A must contain some one-one homomorphism.

THEOREM. (G. Birkhoff). Every algebra A • a subalgebraof a product of
subdirectly irreduciblealgebras,eacha homomorphicimageof A.

COROLLARY
1. (*) holdsiff SV0 contains
all subdirectly
irreducible
algebras
of V.

Birkhoff's Theorem above makes essentialuse of the fact that all operationsare

finitary (i.e. nt (•0

for all t 6 T). For somecounterexamples
in the domainof

infinitary algebra,see [36] and [113]. (Such counterexamplesare implicit in Gr/itzer
and Lampe [Notices A.M.S., 19(1972), A-683] .)

Gr/itzer proved that this theorem implies the axiom of choice, answering a
question of Rubin and Rubin. See [ 163, Exercise 102, page 160].

(Notice that every simple group is subdirectly irreducible, and so Corollary I tells

usthat(*) cannot
holdforthevarietyof groups
unless
V0 isalready
a properclass.
In
14.8 below we will return to the distinction between varieties which have "good"
subdirectrepresentationtheories, and those which do not.)

COROLLARY2. If

two varieties contain exactly the same subdirectly

irreducible algebras, then they are the same.

EXERCISE.

[49]. If R is a subdirectly irreducible commutative ring without

non-zero nilpotents, then R is a field.

Consult [76] and [31] for a general treatment of subdirect irreducibility in
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model theory, and [84] for a treatment in the Bourbaki framework of mathematics.
Consult [357], [323] and [25] for a general theory of manipulation of H, S and P.

5. Equational theories. Birkhoff's

theorem of

õ3

sets up

a

one-one

correspondencebetween varieties V and certain sets Z of equations

via

V•>Eq

V

Mod •; *q E.

The sets •; appearinghere (as Eq V) are called equational theories. One easily seesthat

•; is an equationaltheoryiff e C •; whenever•; N e; i.e., e is truein everymodelof •;,
i.e. e is a consequenceof •;. Birkhoff's next result was to axiomatize the consequence
relation,

as follows:

(1) o = o is always an axiom.

(2) From o = r, deduce r = o.
(3) From p = o and o = r, deduce p = r.

(4) Fromoi = ri (1 •<i •<nt),deduce
Ft(o1,...,on) = Ft(r 1....,rn).

(5) Fromo(xl,...,xn)= r(x I ....,Xn),deduce
O(Pl....,t}n)= r(Pl,...,pn)-

(In (5), o, r, Pl,...,Pn are any termsand o(Pl,...,pn)is definedasthe imageof o
undera homomorphism
of FK(X) givenby mapping
xi• Pi (1 •< i •<n) - asonemay
check,this is a preciseexpression
of a naiveidea of substitution.)We write •; [-e if
there exists a (finite) proof of e starting from •; and using only the rules (1) - (5).

THEOREM. (Birkhoff, [48] ). Z • e iffZl-e.
It is sometimes useful to know refined versionsof this "completeness" theorem,

which state a similar result for different (usually more restrictive) variations on the

notion of I-. See for instance[74, page40] for one; similarmethodsgo back to
Tarski. For the main result of Tarski [414] (stated at the beginningof õ 11 below), it

is important to know that (4) can be replacedby somerulesof proof which haveonly

one antecedent(as is not too difficult to see). We will describebriefly one other

WALTER TAYLOR
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derivation system for "equational logic" which has been useful for proving many of

the undecidabilityresultsof {}12. For semigroups
it was originatedby Kuro• (see
[251]);

see also [3052,

[306].

We first assume •2 is closed under forming

substitutions.
By a "derivation"we meana sequence
(o1,...,on)suchthat for i =
1,2,...,n-l,thereexists(o•=/3)C •2suchthato•(or/3)isa subterm
of oi andoi+1 results

fromoi by replacing
thesubterm
a by /3(resp.a). Thenif wedefine•21-o = r to
meanthat thereexistsa derivation(o! ,...,On)with oI = o andon = r, thentheabove
theorem

of Birkhoff

remains

true.

Proof calculi have also been useful in establishing some interpolation and
definability results [1422, [200],

[187].

Some (more computational) rules are given

in Knuth and Bendix [248] and usedin Glennie [158]. Seealso [43, {}102.
Theorems parallel to this completeness theorem of Birkhoff are not numerous.

There is of course G6del's complete set of rules of proof for first order logic. (For
second order logic, no such set of rules can exist, but see Karp [2382, Keisler [242]

for some rules which go beyond first order logic.) A. Selman [393] has given a set of

rules for equation implications (independently discoveredby D. Kelly [unpublished] ),
and Sfomir•skigave an infinitary analog of Birkhoff's theorem in [402]. G. McNulty

has asked [3072 whether a simple set of rules exists for the classof all positive

sentences.
Seeanylogicbook (e.g. [267] or [85] ) for moreinformationon I-. A large
portion of this surveyis concernedwith the relationI-; in the next sectionwe will
specifically illustrate Birkhoff's completeness theorem.

6. Examplesof • . Let P denotethe axiomsof commutative
associative
ring
theory. We will show that

(*) P,x48=x• x2=x.
(Definition
in {}5.)Forthisit isenough
toprove
thatevery
ringobeying
x48= x also
obeys
x2 = x, andbyCorollary
2 in {}4,it isenough
tocheck
subdirectly
irreducible
rings
obeying
x48= x. Such
a ringclearly
hasnonon-zero
nilpotent
elements,
andso
by the exercise in {}4, must be a field, having q •< 48 elements. One easily checks that

for some m, m(q - 1) + 1 = 48, i.e. m(q - 1) = 47 and so either (q - 1) = 47, i.e. q = 48,
impossible since q must be a prime power; or q-1 = 1, i.e. q= 2, yielding the

two-element
field,which
does
obeythelawx2 = x,proving
(*). AndsobyBirkhoff's

10
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completeness theorem (õ 5),

P,x48= x i- x2 = x.
(It is an interesting exerciseto try to perform this deduction directly, using any of the
methods of õ5.) (Cf. e.g. [ 176] .)

The number of places where equational deductions occur in the mathematical
literature is too great to be catalogued. An interesting example concerns some
ring-theoretic identities of Hilbert (see e.g. [ 114]). For an interesting mistake, see
[422].

Conway's book on "machines" contains whole chapters of equational

deductions [92]. And "Baxter algebra" (a kind of abstraction of probability theory)
proceeds partly via equational deductions [384]. For some interesting and nontrivial
deductions in lattice theory see [291], and in general algebra [342]. Some papers,
such as [ 192], consist entirely of a single equational deduction.
The strength of equational deduction can be well appreciated from the words of

Chin and Tarski [86] on relation algebras (see 9.23 below) "it has even been shown
that every problem concerning the derivability of a mathematical statement from a
given set of axioms can be reduced to the problem of whether an equation is
identically satisfied in every relation algebra. One could thus say that, in principle, the

whole of mathematical research can be carried out by studying identities in the
arithmetic

of relation algebras." This idea has been carried further in Tarski's

forthcoming book [415]. (But the interest here is clearly theoretical, not practical it is easier to examine mathematical problems directly than to translate them to
identities.)

And so1- seemsdecidedlynon-trivial (a fact to be more firmly establishedin
õ 12 below). Almost all equational deductionsin the literature proceed via an informal

mix of I- and• (i.e. usingthe frameworkof •, but alsoapplyingrulesof l- whenever
obvious or convenient). For example, it is a familiar exercisethat

F,x2=e• xy=yx
(where F stands for (equationally expressed) axioms of group theory). Pursuing any

"naive"proof of thisshouldshowonehow to write a "formal" proofusingl-. A more

difficultexercise
([406], [259]) is I', (xnly
nl) = (xy)nl,xn2y
n2=

n,•
n,
12
2 } =2.
(xy)
%...,x
[ym.
"=(xy)nk•
xy=yxiffg.c.d.{(n
-nl),...,(nk-nk)

WALTER TAYLOR
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One might also consider Albert's deduction [5] of full power-associativity of
"algebras" (multiplicative vector spaces)over fields of characteristic4:2,3,5 from the

lawsxy= yxand(x2x)x= x2x2.
7. Equivalent varieties. We mention two of the many possible ways of
axiomatizing group theory equationally (not to mention non-equational forms suchas
"for all x there exists y (xy = e)").

Fl: x(yz) = (xy)z

u.(xx-1)= (y-l.y).u= u
?2:(xY)z=x(Yz)
x/x=e

ex=xe=x

x/y=x(e/y)

u(e/u) = (e/u)u = e,

(where/ denotes
"division").
ClearlyPl andP2 donotdefinethesamevariety,for
theyareof differenttypes- (2,1) and(2,2,0).Butexamination
of themodels
of Pl
andthe modelsof P2 will convince
onethatthereisnoessential
difference
between
a

non-empty
Pl-groupanda non-empty
1`2-group.
To makethissameness
precise
we
introduce equationswhich will serveas definitions:

Al:x/y=x-y
-1
e = x.x-1

A2:x-1=e/x.
Now one may check that

(*) F1,z51
I- I'2 andP2,z52
I- P1.
Onemorepointis important.
If wetakeoneof theA1 definitions
of anoperation
F,

i.e. F = c•,andsubstitute
intoc•all theA2 definitions,
wegetF = c•[A2];thenone
should have

(**) I'21- F = c•[A2]andlikewise
withtheroles
of Fi,P2;A1,A2 reversed.

(E.g.
A1says
x/y= x-y-1. Upon
substituting
theA2definitions,
wegetx/y=x'(e/y),
andthisis indeedprovable
fromF2.) Nowgenerally,
equational
theories
Pl,P2 are
saidto beequivalent
iff thereexistsetsof definitions
A1,A2 suchthat(*) and(**)
hold.

(Thereis oneintrinsic
difference:
F1 hasan emptymodel,but I'2 doesnot.
Nonetheless,
1'1 and 1'2 are generally
regarded
asequivalent.
To thisextent,empty
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algebras do not matter,

and some writers save themselves this and related

considerationsby always taking algebrasto be non-empty. See Friedman [ 142] for a
more general theory of definition within varieties. Operations may be implicitly

definable (i.e., specified by the other operations) in V, but not explicitly definable
except by arbitrarily complex formulas of first order logic.)

Equivalence
has its model-theoretic
aspect,too. VarietiesV1 and V2 are

equivalent
(i.e. Eq V1 andEq V2 areequivalent
in theabovesense)
iff thereexists
an
isomorphism
of categories
•: V1 -• V2 whichcommutes
withtheforgetfulfunctorto
sets (i.e. •V 1 has the same universeas V1 and a similar fact holds for
homomorphisms). (These categoriesare formed from the non-empty models of a
variety and all the homomorphisms between them. Cf. the remarks in the 2nd
paragraph on page 52 of [425]. For various references and remarks on this theorem of
A. I. Malcev, see [420,

page 355].)

Perhaps the first historical example of an

equivalence of varieties is the well known natural correspondencebetween Boolean
algebras and Boolean rings (with unit). Also consider the correspondence between the

varieties of Abelian groups and Z-modules- here the equivalenceis so easythat some
people write as if it were an equality. Some other interesting examplesof equivalence
may be found in [96].

Very close to the idea of equivalence(in it model theoretic form) is the idea of

weak isomorphism as developed in Wroct•aw.This together with an emphasison
independent sets over free algebras gave equational logic a somewhat different
direction and flavor in that school. See Marczewski [282] for an introduction to these

ideas. Briefly, algebras A and B are weakly isomorphic iff there is a bijection •0: A -• B
such that the algebraic operations of A are exactly the same as the operations

•0-1F(•0Xl
....,•0Xn)
where
F(Xl,...,Xn)
isanalgebraic
operation
ofB.(Here,
bythe
family of algebraic operations, we mean the closure under composition of the family

of all operations
Ft togetherWithall projectionfunctions.)
Thentwovarieties
are
equivalentiff they have weakly isomorphicgenericalgebras(see õ8 for "generic").
Properties of varieties seem more natural and interesting if they are
equivalence-invariant, if only because then they do not force us to make any

"unnatural"
choicebetween,
say1•1and1•2above.For example,
thesimilarity
type

WALTER
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(2,1) is obviously not intrinsic to the idea of a group. Many of the properties

considered below are (obviously) equivalence-invariant,but a few, such as being
"one-based" (õ10)

are not, as we shall see, comparing 10.3 and 10.10 below.

Moreover, certain results cannot even be stated without mentioning equivalence (14.2
and 14.5 below).

It is possibleto define equational classesso as to make all expressableproperties
automatically equivalence-invariant, i.e. to give no preference to any of the possible
equivalent forms of a given variety. This amounts to considering the set (rather than a

sequence
(Ft)tCT) of all possible
operations
definedby V-terms.Thisideagoesback
to P. Hall (see [91, pages 126-132] ), and has been worked out independently in detail

by W. D. Neumann [332] and F. W. Lawvere [254] (see page362 of [420]

for more

detailed historical remarks, and pages390-392 for a proof- independently found by

W. Felscher- of the equivalenceof these two approaches).Some of these ideas were
presented independently by Claude Chevalley in a speech at Stanford in November,
1962. Certainly Lawvere's approach came much sooner than Neumann's and has
obtained a much wider following. We will not describe his invention, "algebraic

theories," except to say that they contain precisely the right amount of information
to describe varieties without allowing any individual operations to play a specialrole.
For further referencessee [420, loc. cit.]; see also [272].

Despite some enthusiasticclaims (see e.g. the dustjacket or Chapter 3 of [346] or

[443, page 121]) that these category-theoreticideas would take over the study of
universal algebra, this hasn't really happened by 1979. Their significant role, so far,

has been to suggestanalogiesoutside pure algebra (e.g. compact Hausdorff spaces).
But they have had almost no impact yet in the study of ordinary varieties (i.e. the

kinds of subjectsdiscussed
in this survey),with one interestingexception:the study of

Malcev conditions(õ 15 below) was facilitatedby viewingit as a study of morphisms
between algebraictheories(see[420] and [427] ). Other possibledirectionsare givenin
[347], [40], [58], and [244]. Some useful remarks are found in Lawvere [255]. The

reason that direct application of "algebraictheories" to equational logic is difficult (or

unnecessary)lies mostly in its model theory; to seethis, let us notice (as many others
have before) that the passage
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groups with a specific presentation

• abstract groups

is closely analogousto the passage
varieties, as defined by a set of laws

• algebraic theories.

Although this analogy is perfect for operation symbolsand laws, unfortunately the
models(i.e., the algebrasin a givenvariety) fit more convenientlywith the L.H.S., and
somewhat spoil the analogy (although they correspond,very roughly, to the structure
which is to be preserved in forming a group of automorphisms). Moreover

equivalence-invariance
of model theoretic propertiesis almost alwaystransparent;and

such propertiescan usuallybe discussed
in a very simpleinvariantway (by considering
the set of all operations- seee.g. [282] ); cf. õ õ 14-16 below.

8. Bases
andgeneric
algebras.
Asseenin õ5, if 230is anysetof sentences,
the
smallest
equational
theory•_Z0 is

EqMod•0 = {e:•0 [- e},
andin thiscasewesaythat •0 isa setofaxiorns,or anequational
basefor •. Several
of the next sectionsare concernedwith the problem of finding (varioussortsof) bases

Z0'
Here we consider what amounts to some concrete examples of Birkhoff's

theoremof õ3, namelywelookfor a base•0 for a singlealgebra
A, i.e.,wewant

Mod•0 = HSPA.
Actually,given230,A maybe regarded
asunknown.
Herewereferto A asgenteric
for

thevarietyMod•0 or for the theory• = EqMod•0' UsingP onecaneasilyseethat
every variety V has a generic algebra, i.e.

for all V there exists A(V = HSP A).

OnesuchA is the V-freealgebra
on •q0generators;
seealso[408]. Wementionherea
fewexamples
of suchA and•0'
8.1. The ring Z of integers is generic for the theory of commutative rings.
8.2. The 2-element Boolean ring [with unit] is generic for the theory of Boolean

rings[withunit],given
bythelawsforrings
[withunit]together
withthelawx2 = x.
(Similarly for Boolean algebras, by remarks in 87; this fact may be interpre'ted as a

completeness
theorem for propositionallogic.)
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where A is the family of all subsetsof the

Euclidean plane and - denotes topologicalclosure, is a genericclosurealgebra
(McKinseyand Tarski [304]; seealso [408]).

8.4. Any non-commutative
totally orderedringis genericfor the theory of rings,
by a theoremof Wagner[435]. (Suchringswere first constructedby Hilbert.) Thereis
a long history of investigationof which rings can obey non-trivial polynomial
identities (PI-rings);see [6], also [41 ], [42].
8.5. Each of the two 8-element non-commutative groups is generic for the
variety of groupsdefined by the laws

x4= 1

[x2,y]= 1
(where [ , ] denotesgroup commutator) [270].

8.6. The group of rigid motions of the plane is genericfor the variety of groups
defined by the law

[[x,y],[u,v]]

= 1

(L. G. Kova'csand M. F. Newman - from [331]).

8.7. The rotation group of a 2-sphere is generic for the variety of all groups
(Hausdorff). (Notice that this statement has a meaning obviously invariant under

equivalence,
andsoI donothaveto statewhether
I meane.g.,F 1 or F2 of õ7. Similar
remarks are applicable throughout õ8.)
8.8. The group of

all monotone

permutations of

(R,•--<) is a generic

lattice-orderedgroup(Holland [188] ). (Here R denotesthe setof real numbers,and •<
its usual ordering.)
8.9. For fixed p • R, the algebra
(R,px + (1 - p)y)

is generic for the laws
XX=X

(xy)(zw) = (xz)(yw)

iff p is transcendental.(Fajtlowicz and Mycielski [136] .)

8.10. Thealgebra
(co,xy) isgenericfor thelaw
(xY)Z= (xZ)Y

16
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(Martin [286, page 56]). (Here co= { 0,1,2,...} and xY denotes ordinary

exponentiation
with00= 1.)Theproof
issurprisingly
long.
Cf.9.20below.
8.11. The algebra
(co,xy,x
y) is genericfor the laws
xy = yx

(xy)z = x(yz)

(xy)Z = xZyz

(xY)Z= xYZ
(Martin [286, page 78] ).

8.12. The algebra(FZ,+)is genericfor the laws
(x+y) + z = x + (y+z)
x+y+x+y=y+x+x+y
x+y+z+x+y=y+x+z+x+y

x+y+x+z+y=y+x+x+z+y

x+y+z+x+w+y=y+x+z+x+w+y

(J. Karnofsky [unpublished] - see [286, page 31]). Here + denotes addition on the

classFZof all ordinals- the algebra(FZ,+) couldbe replacedby a countableone.

8.13. Thealgebras
(co;An)n•>3
and(co;0n)n>•4
areeachgeneric
forthevarietyof

all algebras
of type(2,2,2,..)(i.e.,for Z0 = 0). (Martin[286,page131,page134].)
HereAn (n •>3)aretheAckermann
operations
beyond
exponentiation,
andtheOn are
some related operations invented by Doner and Tarski [110], who conjectured a
somewhat stronger statement.

PROBLEM 1. Do these three equations form an axiom base for Boolean
algebras?
xvy=yvx

xv(yvz)=(xvy)vz

((x v y)'v (x v y')')'= x.
(See [354] for a history of this problem.) All finite models of these equationsare
Boolean algebras.

PROBLEM 2. Do the following eleven equations form an axiom base for

(co,1,x+y,xy,xY)?
1.

x+y=y+x

WALTER TAYLOR

2.

xy = yx

3.

x + (y+z)-- (x+y) + z

4.

x(yz) = (xy)x

5.

x(y+z) = xy +xz

6.

xy+z = xYxz
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7. (xy)z= xZyz

8. (xy)Z= x(yZ)
9.

x'l

=x

10. xl=x
11. lX=l.

(Tarski - see [286] .) Tarski has called this the "high school identity problem (with
unit)." (Incidentally, Martin [286]

has remarked that it follows easily from the

methods of Richardson [377] that

Eq(oo,
1,x+y,xy,xY)
= Eq(R+,1,x+y,xy,xY),
whereR+ isthesetof non-negative
realnumbers.)
We could go on and on with interesting examples (see e.g. [4], [104], [135],

[ 153], [ 188], [265], and[408]), butwewillstophere.In placeof finding
a base
of a givenA, onecanoftenbe contentwiththeknowledge
thata finite•0 exists
or
does not exist, as the casemay be: this is the idea of the next section.(Although
sometimesexplicit - but complicated- basesare found in the researchesreported in õ 9

andõ10.Themethods
of õ14.5andõ15alsosometimes
leadto finding
•20andA as
in thissection.)
Thereverse
problem,
of findinga generic
A fora given•20'islesswell
defined. As remarked above, A always exists, but finding a "known" (i.e. familiar) or
simple generic algebra can be very elusive, e.g. for modular lattices. (The problem of

"simply" describinga free algebra is really a word problem - see õ 12 below - and the

word prc•blemfor free modular latticesis not solvable.)
9. FinRely basedtheories. We say that an equational theory •2 is •nitely based

iff thereexistsa finiteset•20of axiomsfor •2.(Thedefinitions
in õ7 shouldmakeit
clear that this is an equivalence-invariant
property of all •2 which have finitely many
operations.) Evidently many familiar theories are finitely based - groups, Boolean
algebras, rings, lattices, etc.; see also the various examples in õ8. Here we list some
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algebrasA with Eq (A} knownto befinitely based:
9.1. Any two-element algebra (Lyndon [265] ). (But Cf. 9.16 below.)
9.2. Any finite group (Oates and Powell [336] ).

9.3. Any commutative semigroup(Perkins [349] ). (In other words, every variety

of commutative semigroupsis finitely based. This is also proved in [ 124] .) Also, any
3-element semigroup[349]. (Cf. 13.5 below.)
9.4.

Any idempotent semigroup (Fennemore [137], Biryukov [54], Gerhard

[ 152]). (A semigroup
isidempotent
iff it obeys
thelawx2 = x.)
9.5.

Any finite, simple, 2-generatedquasigroup(McKenzie [297] ).

9.6.

Any finite ring (Kruse [250], Lvov [263]).

9.7. The ring M2(k) of 2 X 2 matricesover a field k of characteristic
0.
(Razmyslov [374] .) (Cf. 8.4 above.) (For n •> 3, this is open.)

9.8.

Any nilpotent ring; any commutativering (Bang and Mandelberg[37] ).

9.9.

Any finite (non-associative)ring without zero-divisors(Lvov [264]).

9.10. Any finite lattice (possiblywith operators)(McKenzie [291]). (Answering
Problem 45 in Gr/itzer's book [ 163] .) More generally:
9.11. Any finite algebra which generates a congruence-distributivevariety (see

{}15 below) (Baker [ 17] - seealso [277], [426] and [226] ). The specialcase(of 9.10
- 9.11) of primal algebraswas known much earlier (Rosenbloom [379], Yaqub [444];

alsoYablonskit'
in the mid-fifties- see[ 319] ).
9.12. Any finite simple algebra with no proper subalgebrasexcept one-element
subalgebraswhich generatesa congruence-permutablevariety (McKenzie [299] ).
9.13. If V has only finitely many subdirectly irreducible algebras,all of them are
finite, and V has definable principal congruence relations, then V is finitely based. As

a corollary,
if V is a locallyfinitevarietyandthereexistA1,...,Ak 6 V sothatevery
n 1 n2

nk

finite A6 V is isomorphicto some A 1 A2 'ø' Ak, then V is finitely based.
(McKenzie [300].)

Thus the para-primal varieties of Clark and Krauss are finitely

based.

9.14. Any finite ©-product of finitely basedtheories is finitely based(see [420],

pages 357-358]; [424, pages 266-267] for © - which correspondsto taking the

product of the algebraictheoriesdescribedin {}7). Pursuingthe analogyat the end of
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õ7, this easy result correspondsto the fact that the product of two finitely presented
groups is finitely presented.
9.15. Recently Murskii has proved [319] that "almost all" finite algebrashave a

finite base for their identities (i.e., for fixed type, the fraction of such algebrasamong
all algebras of power k approaches 1 as k -• oo_ or even, for fixed k, as the number of
operations approaches oo). (The unary case is easy - all are finitely based; in the
non-unary case he in fact proves much more: almost all are quasi-primal - cf. õ15
below, and also 9.11 and 10.7.)

For some further remarks about finite algebraswith finite bases,consult [235].
We now turn to equational theories which are not finitely based. Of courseit is almost

trivialto construct
suchtheories
usinginfinitelymanyoperations
Ft(t 6 T), evensome
which are equivalent to the (finitely based!) theory with no operations. As G.

Bergmanpointed out,non-finitely basedtheorieswith finite T arisealmostautomatically
if we consider a semigroup S which is finitely generated (say by F C_S), but not

finitely
related.
Ourtheory
canbetaken
tohave
unary
operations
• forf • F andlaws
flf2 "' fkx= fk+l "' fsx wheneverfl '" fk = fk+l "' fs in S. Somemore
interesting research has centered on finding less obvious, but more important,
examples of theories and algebras which have T finite and are still not finitely based:

9.16. The algebra with universe (0,1,2) and binary operation:

(Murski]'
[318] , following
9.17.

o

I

;•

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

I

•

0

•

•

Lyndon [266] ).

The six-element semigroup

(with ordinary matrix multiplication). (Perkins[349].) Earlier Austin [ 11] gavesome
other varieties of semigroupswhich are not finitely based. C. C. Edmunds has recently

shown that six is as small as possiblefor a semigroupwith zero and unit.
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9.18. Some varieties of groups (Ol'shanskii [337], Vaughan-Lee [434] )(cf. 13.3

below for a more complete discussion).The existenceof suchvarietiesof groupswas
open for a long time.
9.19.

The infinite

lattice

(McKenzie [ 291 ] ).

9.20. The algebras(•2,+,-) (Martin [286, page210] [287]) and (•2,xy) [286,
page 211]. See 8.10 and 8.12 for the definitions and some comparisons.Note also
that (co,+,') is obviously finitely based(cf. 8.1 ). Also cf. õ 12 below.

9.21. The algebra(co,x+y,xy,xY)(Martin [286, page118]). (Cf. 8.11.) This is a
negative solution to one version of Tarski's "high school identities problem"-he

describeda set of 8 familiar identities (namely the first 8 of Problem 2 of õ8), and
asked if these formed an equational base. For another version of this problem, see
Problem 2 below and Problem 2 of õ 8.
9.22. Any lattice-ordered ring which is an ordered field (and all of these have the

same equational theory) (Isbell [ 199] ). (An infinite basisis indirectly described[loc.
cit. ].)

9.23. The variety of representablerelation algebras(Monk [312] ) and for n • 3
that of representable cylindric algebras of dimension n (Monk [314]).

(Roughly

speaking,cylindric algebrasare to full logic what Boolean algebrasare to logic without

quantifiers"forall,""ther½ exists'.'Relation algebras are intermediate in strength.)
Representable algebras (of either type) have a very natural semantic definition; the

definition of the entire classof cylindric or relation algebrasamounts to selectinga
(necessarilyrather arbitrary, no matter how utilitarian) finite subsetof the equational

theory of representablealgebras.Monk's resultsindicate that there is really no natural
finite

set of axioms.
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9.24. The variety of disassociativegroupoids (Clark [88]). (The axioms of this
theory consist of all two-variable consequencesof the associative law for a single
binary operation. Cf. 14.4 below.)

9.25. Thetwotheories
axiomatized
by TOandT 1 (of Tarski[413]):

TO= {Fn+lyxl--'XnY
=Fn+lyx2
--'xnxly:
nCco)

T1=TOt_J
{Fnyxl--.x
n=Fn+lyxl..-xnFyy:
nC
(Here
F isa binary
operation
andFn isdefined
recursively
viaFn+lxl--'Xn+2
=
F(Fnx
1" 'Xn+l)Xn+2')
PROBLEM 1. Is the algebras(R, xy,l-x) finitely based?(Here R denotes the real
numbers.) (J. Mycielski [136]; R. McKenzie discovered a non-trivial identity of this
algebra - again see [ 136] .)

PROBLEM2. Is (co,1,x+y,xy,xy) finitelybased?
(Tarski)Cf. 9.21andProblem2
of õ8. For a discussionof this problem seeHenkin [ 181 ].
PROBLEM 3. Is A finitely based if A is finite and all subdirectly irreducible

algebrasin HSP A are in HS A? (B. Jdnsson).
We close with three "problems" which are no longer problems - they were solved

just as final preparations were made on this survey. Pigozzi showed that the answer to
Problem 4 is "no"; his example is actually generated by a finite algebra.

S. V. Polin has answered negatively Problems 5 and 6. His work (see
supplemental bibliography) has been replicated and improved by M. R. Vaughan-Lee.
Their example is a non-associative ring of characteristic 2 having 64 elements. Other

exampleshave since been found by I. V. Lvov, Yu. N. Mal'tsev and V. A. Parfenov.
"PROBLEM" 4. Is every equationally complete (see õ 13 below) locally finite
variety finitely based?(McKenzie [299] ).
"PROBLEM" 5. Is every finite algebra which generatesa congruence-permutable
variety finitely based?(McKenzie [299] ).
"PROBLEM" 6. Is every finite algebra which generates a congruence-modular

variety finitely based?(Macdonald [269] ). (Cf. 9.11 above.)

10. One-based
theories.Taking Z0 and Z as in õ8, we say that Z (or
V = modZ) is one-based
iff thereexistsa setof axioms2;0 with I•01-- 1. Hereare
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some algebrasor theories which are one-based:

10.1. The variety of all lattices (McKenzie [291]). McKenzie's original proof
yields a single equation of length about 300,000 with 34 variables. Padmanabhan

[341 ] has reduced it to a length of about 300, with 7 variables.Here we mean lattices
formulated as usual with meet and join. Cf. 10.8 and 10.9 below. More generally:
10.2. Any variety which has a polynomial m obeying
m(x,x,y) = m(x,y,x) = m(y,x,x) = x

(a "majority polynomial") and is defined by "absorbtion identities," i.e., equations of

the form x = p(x,y,...). (McKenzie [291 ]; seealso [341 ].)

10.3. Any finitely basedvariety V of EEl-groups
(seethe beginning
of õ7)
(Higman and Neumann [ 185] ). Tarski got this for V = all Abelian groups (see [413] ).

(Cf. 10.10 below.) For a recent proof, see [236].
10.4. Certain varieties of rings (with operators) (Tarski [413]). For some more
general formulations of 10.3 and 10.4, see Tarski [413 ].

10.5. Boolean algebras.(Grgtzer, McKenzie and Tarski) (see [165, page 63]).
(Cf. [401 ].) (Also cf. 10.6 and 10.7.)

10.6. Any two-element binary algebraexcept (within isomorphism)as in 10.11
below. (Potts [368] .)
10.7. Every finitely based variety with permutable and distributive congruences

(McKenzie [296]; Padmanabhanand Quackenbush[342]). By 9.11 this applies to
any finite algebra which generates a variety with permutable and distributive
congruences,e.g. a quasi-primal algebra (see [362], [369]). Primal algebraswere
already known to Gr•itzer and McKenzie [168]. ([296] contains some very interesting
special one-based varieties.)

Here are some theories (and algebras)which are 2-basedbut not I-based:
10.8. The variety of all lattices given in terms of the singlequaternary operation

Dxyzw = (xv y) ^ (z vw) (McKenzie [291]). (Cf. 10.1.)
10.9. Any finitely based variety of lattices other than the variety of all lattices
and the trivial variety defined by x =y (McKenzie [291]). (Here again we mean the
usual lattice operations.)

10.10.Any non-trivialfinitely basedvariety of I'2-groups(definedat the
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beginningof õ7) (Green and Tarski [ 172], [413] ). (Cf. 10.3 above.)

10.11.A: ((0,1} ,v ) andA = ((0,1} ?) with
ß-•

0

I

0

I

I

I

0

I

(Potts [368] ).

10.12.If 23is a finitelybased
theoryof type(ml,m2)withml,m2 • 2 in which
F 1 andF2 areeachidempotent,
i.e.

23[- Fi(x,x,...,x)-- x

(i = 1,2),

then 23is 2-based(and may also be 1-based)(Padmanabhan[340] ).
10.13. If 23 is a finitely based theory with a majority polynomial (as in 10.2
above), then 23 is 2-based (and sometimes 1-based) (Padmanabhan and Quackenbush
[342]). (McKenzie [291] had this result for varieties in which lattices are definable.)
Isolated results: Lattices are definable in 2 equations using only 3 variables

(Padmanabhan [339] ). Two variableswill not suffice for lattices (see [ 165, page 62] ),
nor for Boolean algebras (Diamond and McKinsey [ 107] ). Cf. also [372] and 14.4. If

230is
x(yz) = (xy)z
XX=X

theneverytheory•_ 23
0 hasa basisconsisting
of 230 U { o•}, i.e. 230 together
withone
more axiom (Biryukov [541, Fennemore [137], and Gerhard [152]).

(Cf. 13.6

below. )

PROBLEM. (Specht). Does there exist a non-finitely basedvariety of rings?

11. Irredundant
bases.230 isanirredundant
basefor 23iff 230 isa basefor 23but
nopropersubset
of 230 isa base.Tarski[413] hasdefined

V(23)= { [230l:
23
0 isanirredundant
baseof 23}.
(Here [I denotescardinality.) Tarski's interpolation theorem [413], [414] statesthat
V(23) is always an interval (see [3091 for a connection between this and some other

interpolationtheorems,especiallyin graphtheory; seealso[1 57] ). One easilychecks

that(at leastfora type(nt)tCT withT finite),either•(23)= 0, x7(23)
={
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is an interval of natural numbers. All these casescan occur. Referring to 9.25 above
(from [413] ),

V(To)= { RO}
V(T1)= 0.
For some other infinite irredundant bases,see [ 1 1], [78 ], [ 120], [ 198 ], and [349 ].
Distinct subsetsof an irredundant base define distinct subtheoriesof 23,and so infinite

irredundant basesare useful in proving that some lattices of varietieshave cardinality

2N0;see
13.3,
13.4
and
13.11
below.
McKenzie proved that V(23) can be any interval, and Ng showed that 23 can be

found with one binary operation (see [413] ). For example, if

23=œF5Xl.--x6
=F5x2---X6Xl}
,
then V(23)= { 1,2}, essentially
because
thecyclicgroupC6 hasbotha single
generator
and an irredundantset of two generators.
V(23)is an unboundedintervalif 23I- r = x,
where r contains x at least twice (Tarski [413]), strengthened by McNulty [305] to
the case where r has at least one operation of rank •> 2. On the other hand, if 23 is

defined by balanced equations, and 23 is finRely based, then V(23) is a bounded
interval [ 305 ]. (An equation o = r is balanced iff each variable, each nullary operation
symbol and each unary operation symbol occurs equally often in o and r.) T. C. Green

got irredundant basesof power n (any n C co) for groups ([172],
V(23) was also defined by G. Grfitzer [163, Problem 34],

see also [413]).
who asked for a

characterization of it. Finally, note that V is not an equivalenceinvariant (õ 7), as can
be seen from

10.1 and 10.8 or from

10.3 and 10.10.

12. Decidability question. We assumegiven a finite alphabet A and a fixed way
of

interpreting

all

our

variables, function

symbols, terms, equations, etc.

unambiguously as words in A. We assume that the reader knows what is meant for a

collection
W0 of wordsto bedecidable
(relativeto a collection
W D_W0 of words).For
this (non-numerical) notion of decidability, probably the Turing-machine approach
("computability") is easiest.For readablebrief descriptions,see [43 1], [2 17], [267],

or [416, pages12-14]. Usually W will be obvious(such as the collectionof all finite

sequences
of equations)and we will not mentionit. As is well known [op. cit.] a
relatively easy analysisof Cantor'sdiagonalargumentyields undecidablesets;the
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greatest example of an undecidable set is given by GOdel'sincompletenesstheorem

[op. cit.], about which we will say no more. Here we will discussdecidability
propertiesof equations.When we say that a property P of finite setsE of equationsis
(un)decidable, we mean that

w0=
is (un)decidable.

We may first ask when a theory E itself is a decidableset of equations,or, as it is

frequently put, "the word problem for free E-algebrasis solvable."(See the discussion
of word problems below.) There are two common methods for showingthat E is a
decidable equational theory, the first being to find a recursiveprocedure to convert

every term o to a unique("normal form") term o' with (o = o') E 2 and suchthat if o
and r are distinct normal forms then (o = r)•

2. (The decisionprocedure then

reducesto comparisonof normal forms - and conversely,a decisionprocedure for E
obviously implies the existence of normal forms.) E.g. every group term reduces
uniquely to either 1 or

.nl .n2

nk

X•l x• --' Xik,

where
xil•: xi2•:'" •: Xik.Several
of thebest
known
equational
theories
are
decidable, as may be seen similarly. See e.g. Margaris [284]

for implicative

semilattices,following work of McKay and Diego. Eq(•2,+) is decidable(in fact its full
first order theory is decidable, by Ehrenfeucht and Bfichi [70])given by

a simple method

Selman and Zimbarg-Sobrinho [unpublished] is closely related to

Karnofsky's identities 8.12 above. Martin [ 286] gavea decisionprocedurefor (•2,4-,.)
with normal forms (cf. 9.20 above). Richardson [377]

gave normal forms for

(co,l,x+y,xy,xY) (cf. Problem2 in õ8). Finally, we remarkthat the Birkhoff-Witt
theorem yields a procedure for finding normal forms for (free) Lie algebrasand rings,

as observed by P. Hall [175].

See Bergman [43] for some detailed methods for

finding normal forms, mainly in ring theory; alsosee [ 158] and [248].

Notice
thatrepresenting
freealgebras
uniquely
viaterms
(aswedidforFK(X) in
õ2) really requiresa normalform. Often a normalform is requiredfor findingthe

cardinality
of Fv(X), a topicwe will cometo in 14.5below.For someotherresults
related to normal forms, see Hule [194].
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The second method for decidability: if 23 has a finite (or, more generally, a

recursive)base,and V = rood 23is generatedby its finite algebras(equivalently, if the
V-free algebrasare residually finite), then 23is a decidableequational theory. (Evans
[122].)

For instance, the variety of lattices has this property, although the word

problem for free lattices was explicitly solved by Whitman [441] (also see [100]).
And G. Bruns and J. Schulte-M6nting have recently given explicit solutions to the

word problem for free ortholattices although it was known earlier that this variety is
generatedby its finite members(see [67] ).

Ralph Freese has very recently shown that modular lattices do not have a
decidable equational theory. It is known that the variety of modular ortholattices is
not generated by its finite members [67].

These questions remain open for

orthotoo dular lattices [ 67 ].

Tarski [410]

proved that the equational theory of relation algebras is

undecidable(this is more or lessimmediate from the ideasof Tarski mentionedin õ6;
cf. also 9.23 above) - in fact, it is essentially undecidable (see [416, page 4] for a

definition); thus e.g. representablerelation algebras(9.23)also have an undecidable
equational theory.

For some other undecidable equational theories, consult Evans [122], Perkins

[350] Malcev [281] and especially Murskit [317] for a finitely based variety of
semigroups.

PROBLEM 1. Does there exist a finitely based equational theory of groups
which is undecidable?

One can also ask whether the entire first order theory of a variety V is decidable.
The answer is yes for Boolean algebras(Tarski [409] ), and more generally, for any

variety generatedby a quasiprimalalgebra(Burris and Werner [ 81 ] ), but no for groups
(Tarski - see [416]), distributive lattices (Grzegorczyk) and a certain finitely based
locally finite variety of semigroupswith zero (Friedman [ 141 ] ).

WORDPROBLEMS.
Enlargeourtype(nt)tGT to includeconstants
(Ci)iGI. Let
230be a fixed finite set of equations.
The wordproblemfor 230consists
of the
decision problem for the set of equations

{e:2;01.-e ande hasnovariables
}.
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(Typically•0 is of the formE 1 U •2, where• 1 isa setof lawsnotinvolving
(Ci)iCI
and •2 is a set of equationswith no variables,viewedas "relations"on the

"generators"
Ci(iC I). Onethenspeaks
of "thewordproblem
for [thispresentation

of]thealgebra
FEi(Ci)/(22)",
where
(•2)means
thesmallest
congruence
containing
all pairsof termsin E2.) Post[367] andMarkov[285] provedthat thereexistsa
semigroup
with undecidable
word problem(i.e. that one may take E 1 to be the
associativelaw). Much more difficult was the 1955 result of Boone and Novikov [61],

[334] (see also [65] and [302]) that there exists a group with unsolvableword
problem. Notice that all the results on (un)decidability of equational theories

mentioned
abovearereallya special
kindof wordproblem
result(withIII= •0' •2 =
G. Hutchinson [J. Algebra , 26(1973), 385-399] and independently L. Lipshitz
[Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 193(1974), 171-180] have shown the existenceof a finitely

presentedmodular lattice with unsolvableword problem. Hutchinson later gave an

example with five generatorsand one relation [Alg. Univ., 7(1977), 47-84]. As we
mentioned above, R. Freese subsequently reduced th,• number of relations to zero.

Evans[116],[117]provedthat the wordproblem
is solvable
for E1 (i.e.,
uniformlyfor all E2) iff it is decidable
whethera finitepartialalgebra
obeyingthe
laws of E 1 (insofaras they can be evaluated)canbe embedded
in a full algebra

obeying• 1 (seealso[ 163, õ30]). Thuslatticeshavesolvable
wordproblem.
Clearly

thecondition
holdsif finitelygenerated
algebras
in • ! arealways
finite,orif finitely
presentedalgebrasare alwaysresiduallyfinite (i.e. embeddablein a product of finite

algebras),and for this lastcasethere is a "local" version:the word problemis solvable

forA=F•i (Ci)/(•
2)with
{Ci •,•2 finite,
ifAisresidually
finite(Evans
[121
]).For
applications see e.g. [ 148], [260].

Following work of Boone and Higman in group theory [63], Evans [127]
recently provedthat an algebraA hassolvableword problemiff A can be embeddedin

a finitely generatedsimplealgebraB which is recursivelypresented.(Generallywe
cannotdemandthat B • HSP A or B • V for V any preassigned
varietycontainingA.)
(Cf. 14.8 and 17.1 below.) Also see [129].

PROBLEMSON FINITE ALGEBRAS. Kalickiproved[232] that it is decidable,
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for arbitraryfinite algebrasA, B of finite type whether
HSP A = HSP B.

And Scottproved[390] that it is decidablewhetherfinite A is equationallycomplete.
Almost all interestingdecisionproblemsabout finite A are open, for instance:
PROBLEM 2. (Tarski). Is it decidable whether a finite algebra A of finite type
has a finite base for its equations?(Cf. 89.) (And see Perkins [348] .)

PROBLEM 3. (Pixley, et al.). For a finite A of finite type, is it decidable
whether

HSP A = SPHS A,
or whether

HSP A = SP A?

(For the relevanceof this question, consult õ 84,15.)
PROBLEMS ON FINITE

SETS OF EQUATIONS.

Many undecidability results

are known on finite sets •; of equations; for a full report we must refer to the chart in

the introduction of McNulty [306]. Here we list a few undecidableproperties of •.
12.1. •;«

x=y(Perkins[348]).

12.2. •; has a finite non-trivial model (McKenzie [296] ).

12.3. There exists finite A with •; a basefor Eq{A) (Perkins [348] ).
12.4. •; is equationally complete (cf. 813 below)(Perkins [348] ).
12.5. •; is one-based(cf. 810) (Smith [403], McNulty [306]).

12.6. The equational theory deduced from •; (i.e., Eq Mod •2 = {e: •;«e})

is

decidable. (Perkins [348 ] .)
12.7. Mod •2 has the amalgamation property (defined as in group theory -see
14.6 below) (Pigozzi [356] ).
12.8. •; has the "Schreier property," i.e., subalgebrasof free algebrasare free
(see 14.12 below). (Pigozzi [356].)

12.9. (For certain fixed theories F, e.g., F = group theory) •; is a base for F.
(McNulty [306] MurskiI [316]). (But it is decidable whether •; is a base for xy =yx
(Ng, Tarski - see [413] ).

12.10. Mod Z has distributive congruences(cf. 815 below) (McNulty [306 ] ).
12.11. Mod •; is residually finite (McNulty [306] ).
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12.12. Mod •; is residually small (cf. 14.8 below) (McNulty [306] ).

PROBLEM 4. (Mycielski - see [197]).

Is it decidable whether a finite set of

terms is jointly •c-universal0c a fixed cardinal)?

(Terms
ri(x1,...,Xni)
(1• i • n)inoperations
F1,...,F
sare
jointly
•c-universal
iff
forany
operations
Gi:•c
ni-••c,
theoperations
F1,...,F
scan
bedefined
on•csothat
the
termr i definesGi (1 • i • n). Thisnotionof universality
hasbeenveryusefulin the
study of undecidability of propertiesof setsof equations- seeMcNulty [305] .)
Finally, we mention that Burris and Sankappanavar [80] have investigated

undecidability properties of congruencelattices and lattices of subvarieties(õ 13 just
below). A sample result: in a similarity type with at least one operation of rank • 2,
the lattice A of all equational theories has a hereditarily undecidable first order
theory.

13. The latticeof equationaltheories.For a fixed type (nt)tCT, orderthe
family A of all equational theories by inclusion. One easily sees (from Birkhoff's
Theorem of õ5 or directly from the definition at the beginning of õ5), that A is
closed under arbitrary

intersections -

and so from purely lattice theoretic

considerations, A has arbitrary joins as well, and so is a complete lattice. More
specifically,

iGVlEi
={e'iGoi•;i
[-e}=Eq(i•iMod
Ei).
From the proof-theoretic characterization of v it follows that A is an algebraic closure
system and hence an algebraic lattice (see [91]

[163]

or [165]).

Specifically, the

compact elements of A are the finitely basedtheories of õ9 above, and every element
is the join (actually the union) of all its finitely basedsubtheories.Obviously the join
of two finitely based theories is finitely based(this holds for compact elements in any
lattice); but the meet (i.e., intersection) of two finitely based theories can fail to be
finitely based. We present an example of Karnofsky (unpublished - see [354]) (here
and below we will sometimes express a theory by one of its finite bases without

further
mention)' Z1ßx(yz)=(xy)z
(xyz)2 = x2y2z2
x3y3z2w
3 = y3x3z2w
3.

•;2'x(yz)=(xy)z
x3y3 = y3x3
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The theoryZ 1 ^ 232is not finitelybased,for (we omit the proof),everybasismust
contain equations essentially the same as

V::kW
B. J6nsson[223] found two finitely basedequationaltheoriesof lattices whosemeet
is not finitely based (also found by K. Baker - unpublished, but see [354]). Whether
there exist such theories of groups is unknown. There do exist such theories among
"modal logics" but not among "intermediate logics" (W. J. Blok thesis).
By the one-one correspondencebetween varieties and equational classesset up at

the beginning of õ5, we could equally well have described A as the lattice of all
varieties under reverse inclusion, and sometimes it is helpful to view A this way. (And
sometimes A is taken to be ordered by (non-reversed) inclusion of varieties - we will
not do this here.)
It is of interest

to know

what

the lattices

A look like.

It has become

clear that

they are very complicated, as we will see. Burris [74] and Je•.ek [207] have proved

that if the type (nt)tCT hassoment >•2 or if nt >• 1 for two valuesof t, thenA
contains an infinite partition lattice, and hence obeys no speciallattice laws at all.
Thus, it has proved fruitful to proceed by studying some (often simpler) special
sublattices of A, namely for fixed Z, the lattice A(Z) of all equational theories D--Z.

(Equivalently, as above, the lattice of all subvarietiesof Mod Z.) There is only one 23
with [A(Z)[ = 1, namely Z = {x = y}. Theories Z with [A(Z)[ = 2, i.e.

A(E):

are called equationallycomplete.Since every A is an algebraicclosuresystemand
{ x =y } is finitely based, every theory has an equationallycomplete extension,and
ß

thus the top of A consistswholly of replicas of the above picture. An algebraA is

equationallycompleteiff Eq A is equationallycomplete.It hasbeendeterminedthat
there exist many equationally complete theories(and algebras),in two senses.First,

Kalicki
proved
[233]
that
inatype
with
one
binary
operation
there
exist
2•0distinct
equationallycompletetheories(and the corresponding
numberhasbeenevaluatedfor
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all typesby Burris[74] and Je2fek[207], answeringProblem33 of Gr•tzer [163]).

Second,
Bolbot[59] and Je•ek[207] provedthat (givenat leasttwo unary
operationsor one operation of rank •> 2) A is dually pseudo-atomic,
i.e. the zero of A

(i.e. 230= 0) isthemeetof alldualatoms(i.e.equationally
complete
theories).
Butsee
some of the examples below for varying numbers of equationally complete theories in
various A(Z).

Kalicki and Scott [234]

found all equationally complete semigroups;there are

only•0 of them.McNultyusedtheirdescription
in reproving
Perkins'
resultthatit is
decidable whether

23, x(yz) = (xy)x [- x = y.

All equationally
completeringswerefoundby Tarski[412]; again,thereare•0 of
them. See also [343]. We cannot begin to cover all the information presently known

on equational completeness.For further information, consult Gr•itzer [163, Chapter
4], or Pigozzi [354, Chapter 2]. Here we samplejust a few very recent results.

THEOREM. (Pigozzi [360]).

There exists an equationally complete variety

which does not have the amalgamation property. (Answering a question of S.
Fajtlowicz.) (See 14.6 below for the amalgamation property.)
THEOREM.

(Clark

and

Krauss

[89]).

If

V

is

a

locally

finite

congruence-permutableequationally complete variety, then V has a plain paraprimal

direct Stone generator. (See [89] for the meaning of these terms - roughly speaking,
this meansthat V is generatedin the manner either of Booleanalgebrasor of primary
AbelJangroups of exponent p.)

Some examplesof known or partly known A(23) for IA(2)1% 2:

13.1. For 23= 0 in a type with just one unary operation F, Jacobs and
Schwabauer [203]

gave a complete description of A. For unary operations and

constants,
seeJe•ek[206].
13.2. If 23= Eq A for a finite algebra A in a finite similarity type, then Scott

showed [390] that A(23) has only finitely many co-atoms(i.e. equationallycomplete
*

,

varieties). If A generatesa congruence-distributivevariety, then Jonssons lemma (see
õ15 below) easily implies that A(23) is finite. If A is quasiprimal(see [369])then

A(23)
isa finitedistributive
lattice
witha unique
atom(= HSP{B'B
_•A}),and,
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conversely,every finite distributivelattice with unique atom can be representedin this
way (H. P. Gumm, unpublished). T. Evans informed the author that there exists a
finite commutative semigroupwith A(Z) infinite.

13.3. For F = group theory, A(F) is modular, but very complicated, and

moreovercan be given structurebeyond the lattice-theoretic(see [330] and 17.9
below). At andnearthe top A(F) contains
x=y
ß

ß

(x rn= I, xy=yx)
xy

= yx

with m •> 1, orderedby divisibility- the Abelianpart. It turnedout to be difficult to

prove
that
IA(F)I
=2•0.This
was
established
byVaughan-Lee
[434]
who
found
•0
irredundantequations(as in õ11), and independently,
by Ol'shanski¾
[337] who

found•0 "independent"
subdirectly
irreducible
groups.
(Cf. 9.18above.)
Thevariety
of 3-nilpotent groups has been completelydescribed- see J6nsson[220] or
Remeslennikov [ 376].

13.4. For Z = semigroup
theory,manyresultsareknown;consultthe surveyby

Evans[124] for moredetailedinformation.Biryukov(1965) andlater Evans[120]

first
proved
that[A(•;)I
= 2•0 (also
see
[198]
foranice
infinite
irredundant
setof
semigrouplaws). Dean and Evans [106] provedthat x(yz)= (xy)z is finitely
meet-irreduciblein A, i.e., that A(Z) has a f'mitely meet-irreducibleleast element.

Burrisand Nelson[79] (and later Je•ek [211] ) provedthat A(Z) containsa copyof
Iloo,the lattice of partitionson an infinite set,andhenceobeysno speciallattice laws.
The fact that A(Z) is non-modular can be seen from this sublattice - due to Jezek -

isomorphic
to thesmallest
non-modular
lattice,NS:
xy

= zw

•• xy
=yx

xy=xzß

I

• /• xyz
=xzy
=zxy
xyz

= xzy
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(All theoriesintendedasextensionsof 23= {x(yz) = (xy)z} .)
13.5. Forcommutativesemigroups,see [349], [179], [325],[388],and

[78].

Perkins proved that every commutative semigrouptheory is finitely based (cf. 9.3
above), and hence this lattice is countable. And so it cannot contain IIoo, but it does

containeveryIIm (Burris-Nelson
[78]) and henceobeysno speciallatticelaws;
Schwabauer had earlier proved [388]

that the lattice of commutative semigroup

theories is nonmodular. For semigroupswith zero, consult [324], [83], and with unit
[179]. For related work see [344], [350], [351].

13.6.For 23= ((xy)z= x(yz),x2= x} ("idempotent
semigroups"),
A(23)has
been completely describedby Biryukov [54], Fennemore [137] and Gerhard [152].
In this picture, the diamond pattern repeats indefinitely in the obvious way:

xyz

xy=x

xy=y

= xz y

xzy = zxy

xy = xyx
xyz
xyz

xyz

xy = yxy

= xyxz

xyz = xzyz

= xyzxz

xyz = xzxyz

= xyzxzyx

xyz = xyxzxyz

(all [hex•riesare intended as extensions of 23). Note that this lattice is countable,

distributiveand of width three. The situationis very differentfor 23'= (x(yz) = (xy)z,

x2 = x3}ßBurris
andNelson
[79]proved
thatIlooC_
13.7. For

23

the

equational

theory

pseudocomplementation, A(23) is an infinite chain:

of

distributive

lattices

with
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x=y

Boolean

alcjebro

Stone o Icjebra

(Lee [256]; see also [165]).

A similar result holds for one-dimensionalpolyadic

algebras (Monk [ 315 ] ).

13.8. If 23= (xy--yx, (xy)(zw)= (xz)(yw)), then A(23) is uncountable,even

above
23t• (x2 = y2). ButA(23
t• (x2 = x)) iscountable
(andexplicitly
described).
See [213].

13.9. For Heyting algebras, consult Day [102];

and for the closely related

Brouwerian algebras,see K6hler [249]. Also closely related are interior algebras;their
varieties correspondto modal logic extensionsof Lewis' S4 (W. J. Blok, thesis).
13.10. For lattice-ordered groups see Marti'nez [288];

their lattice has a

surprising superficial similarity to that of Heyting algebras(above). Holland showed
[ 188] that every proper extension of the theory of lattice-ordered groups contains (an
identity equivalent to the implication)

(1 •a)&(1 •b):*ab•b2a 2,

and thus this lattice has a uniqueatom. SeeScrimger[389] for a study of the theories
just below the theory of Abelian lattice-orderedgroups.

13.11. A(L) hasbeenextensively
studiedfor L = latticetheory(seee.g. [93 ] ). It
is a distributive lattice which contains, in part
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x=¾

M5

M6

MsS

M?

N5

M5AN5 ,'

o

ß

ß

$

ß

•

oo

ß

ß

ß

i

ß

•

ß

MAN 5

whereM
5=Eq(
+ ),M
6=Eq(
• )

M7
=Eq(•)'
N5
=Eq(
• )and
U8
=Eq(
•
Disthetheory
ofdistributive
lattices
and
Mthat
ofmodular
lattices.
There
are
2•q0
equational
theories
of lattices.
Thiswasestablished
by McKenzie
[291] whofound
irredundantequationsand Baker [19] who found •q0 independent
subdirectly
irreducible lattices, namely, for each prime p the lattice of subspaces of a
3-dimensional space over GF(p). (And Baker's lattice theories are all modular.) Even
more is true: there is an interval in this lattice which is isomorphic to the Boolean

algebra of all subsetsof a countably infinite set [291], [19]. It was conjecturedby

McKenzie[295] andprovedby J6nsson
andRival[229] thatN5 hasexactlysixteen
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dualcovers:
oneis M5 ^ N5 andeachof theotherfifteen(-.... in ourpicture)is
generatedby a singlesubdirectlyirreduciblelattice.

We closethis sectionwith someremarkablegeneralresultsof McKenzieon the

full latticeA = A(nt:t C T), where,temporarily,
wemakethetypeexplicit.
THEOREM.(McKenzie[292]). Fromthe isomorphism
typeof A(nt:t C T)one
can recover the function

(1(t •T: nt = m} I: m • co).
(In other words,one can recoverthe type (nt: t G T) up to renamingof all the
operations.)

THEOREM.(McKenzie[292]). (Appropriate
(nt: t G T).). Thereexistsa first
order formula •0(x) with one free variable in the languageof lattice theory such that

the unique element of A satisfying •0(x) is the equational theory of groups. (Resp.
semigroups, lattices, distributive lattices, commutative semigroups, Boolean algebras.)

Thislasttheorem
hada precursor
in Je•ek[209]' thevariety
of commutative
semigroups
obeying
x2y= xyisdefinable
(inasimilar
fashion).
PROBLEM.

(McKenzie

[292]).

Does

A

possess any

non-obvious

automorphisms9.

PROBLEM. (McKenzie and Maltsev). Which lattices L are isomorphic to some
A(Z)? McKenzie has conjectured that the following easy necessarycondition is also
sufficient: L is algebraic and its largest element is compact.

(Je•,ekhasproved[211] that L is isomorphic
to an intervalin A((2)) iff L is
algebraic and has only countably many compact elements.)

PROBLEM. (McKenzie [292]).

When does an element txC A(Z) have a "dual

cover," i.e., 13< tx such that there exists no 3' with 13< 3' • ix?(E.g. the dual coversof
(x = y) are the equationally complete theories.) The answer is yes for semigroups
[430] and lattices [211 ]; see [225] for a dual cover of modular lattices. The result of

Je•,ek
justcitedimplies
thatthereexists
b • txsuchthatthereisnodualcover
t3with
b • 13• ix. In fact • and tx can be taken to be equational theoriesof modal algebras(W.
J. Blok, Notices Amer. Math. Soc. abstract 77T-A232).

PROBLEM. (Pigozzi [354] - q.v. for details.). Is A(Z) alwaysa "partial Boolean
ring"9,
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QUESTIONS

Sections 5-13 have emphasizedproperties of equationsper se (although of course,
every property of [a set of] equations is a property of varieties, and vice versa). We
now turn to some investigations which have emphasized the models of the equations.

Here the lines are lesssharp. Completely general descriptionsof models in equationally

defined classesdo not exist - but on the other hand the very complete existing
investigations of models of special equational theories (e.g. groups, lattices, Boolean
algebras) must be omitted from this survey on the ground of spacealone! For studies

in the (special) model theory of various less well known varieties, one need only look
in almost any issueof Algebra Universalis.Most of the results we will report on will be

of medium generality, i.e. valid for an interesting classof varieties, but not for all
varieties. It is also hard to say where the model theory of equational classesstopsand
general model theory begins.

14. Some further invariantsof the equivalenceclassof a variety. See õ 7 above
for equivalence;with the exception of õ õ 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, we havebeen writing of the
equivalence class of a variety V. In this section we survey very quickly some other
equivalence invariants which have been studied.

14.1. The spectrum of V:

spec V= (n•co'

(there exists A•V)lAl=n).

Clearly 1 6 specV, and sinceV is closedunderthe formationof products,specV is
multiplicativelyclosed.Gr/itzer [161] proved that, conversely,any multiplicatively
closedset containing1 is the spectrumof somevariety (seealso [ 119] ). Froemkeand

Quackenbush[ 144] showedthat this variety need haveonly one binary operation.
The characterization of sets spec V for V j•'nitely based seems to be much more

difficult. McKenzieproved [296] that if K C_co is the spectrumof any first order
sentence,then there exists a single identity o = r such that the multiplicative closure

of K tJ ( 1 ) is the spectrumof (o = r). (See also [328] .) Characterizations
of first
order spectraareknownin termsof time-boundedmachinerecognizability- see[ 130]

for detailedstatements
and furtherreferences.
Note that the definitionof speccanbe
extended to mean the image of any forgetful functor (or any pseudo-elementaryclass)
- see [ 130] [ 131 ] for more details. For example, we can consider

T(V) = (A: A is a topologicalspaceand there exists

(A,Ft) 6 V withallFt continuous).
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(Some preliminary investigationson T(V) appear in [429] ;cf. õ 16 below.) Of course,

many descriptionsof individual varieties in the literature yield spec(V). A certain

amountof attentionhas.focusedon the conditionspec(V) = {1}. (Seee.g. [231 ], [9]
and remarks and referencesgiven in [420, page 382]; cf. 12.2 above.) For instance,

Austin's equation [ 9 ]

((y2.y).x)((y2.(y2.y)).
z)= x
has infinite

models but no nontrivial

finite models.

Mendelsohn [310] has shown that if V is an idempotent binary variety given by

2-variableequations,then spec V is ultimately periodic.
14.2. The fine spectrum of V is the function

fv(n) = thenumberof non-isomorphic
algebras
of powern in V.
Characterization of such functions seems hopeless. A typical theorem is that of

Fajtlowicz[133] (seealso[424, pages299-300] for a proof):if fv(n) = 1 for all
cardinalsn >• 1, then V must be (within equivalence) one of two varieties: "sets" (no
operations at all) or "pointed sets" (one unary operation f which obeys the law
fx = fy). For some related results see Taylor [424], Quackenbush [371], McKenzie
[300] and Clark and Krauss [90].

PROBLEM. [424].

Does the collection of all fine spectra form a closed subset

of coco(powerof a discretespace)?

14.3. Categoricity
in power.Varietiesobeyingthe conditionfv(n)= 1 for all
infinite n >• the cardinality of the similarity type of V have been characterized (within
equivalence) by Givant [156] and Palyutin [345]. For a detailed statement, also see

e.g. [424, page 299]. For example if V is defined by the laws (of Evans [ 118] )
d(x,x) = x

d(d(x,y),d(u,v)) = d(x,v)
(*)

c(c(x)) = x

c(d(x,y)) = d(cy,cx),
then every algebra in V is isomorphic to an algebraswith "square" universeA X A on
which

c((c•,fi)) = (fi,•)
d((a,/3),(7,6)) = (a,6).
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(Cf. 16.5 below.)

Givant's complete list of varieties categorical in power is formca, rougl•.l,y

speaking,as a mix of (*) with ideas of linear algebra. The idea behind (*) is very

general,
leading
to varieties
whose
members
are"kthpowers"
ofthealgebras
inother
varieties (Neumann [332], Fajtlowicz [132], McKenzie [296] -see [424, page268]

forfurther
references
andadetailed
statement
andiristory
ofthese
ideas).
Alsosee[27].
14.4. Varietal chains. For any variety V we may define

v! c_v2c_... c_vc_... c_v2c_v1,
with

u Vn=n vn= v,

asfollows.
Vn = HSP(FF(n))
(seeõõ2,4forthisnotation),
andVn isthevariety
definedby all n-variableidentitiesholdingin V, i.e. A G Vn iff everyn-generated

subalgebra
of A isin V.(See9.24above
foranexample
of V2,andsee[91,page
173]
for a general exposition and some more examples. See Quackenbush [372] (or [370] )

for B2 withB the varietyof Boolean
algebras
(or Boolean
groups).)
As an
equivalence-invariant,one may take the set of proper inclusionsin either of these two

chains. Jo'nsson,McNulty and Quackenbushprove [227] that, with a few possible
exceptions, almost any sequencesof proper inclusions can occur. There exists a variety

V of groups
with V-V=
any Vi (i.e.,withinfinitelymanygapsin thedescending
sequence) [337] [434].
14.5. The size of free algebras is a subject with a long history: precisely, define
the invariant:

co= co(V)= (con(V):n = 0,1,2...)

= (IFg(n)l:n= 0,1,2....)
(i.e., the cardinalitiesof V-free algebras).(This notation wasintroduced in Marczewski

[282], and the first extensivedescriptionof co(V) occurredin Grfitzer [162] ;see also
[169],

[364],

[134],

[392].)

In Problem 42 of his book [163], Grfitzer asked for a

complete characterization of the functions co(V) - our references represent only a
partial solution.

This invariant has been explicitly evaluated for only a few of the better known
2n

varieties:
vector
spaces
overa q-element
field(can = qn),Boolean
algebra
(can= 2 ),
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semilattices
(co
n= 2n-l),thevariety
of groups
given
bythelawx3= 1 (see
e.g.
[330] ), the variety of Heyting algebrasdefined by "Stone'sidentity" (see [ 189] ), and
some varieties of interior algebras (W. J. Blok, thesis). The quasi-primal varieties of
Pixley et al. often have very easily calculated co (see e.g. [362]
quasi-primal varieties); see the chart on page 291 of [424]

or [369]

for

for some explicit

calculations.(But in the eight line, 1 should be 0.)
But for most common varieties, the invariant co(V) is either trivial (because
infinite)

or hopelessly complicated.

Sometimes special cases can be calculated.

Dedekind found in 1900 that the free modular lattice on 3 generatorshas 28 elements
("free algebra" had not yet been defined) (see [50, page 631 ). For some other special

calculations(distributive lattices, etc.), see [50, page 63], [437], [46] and [47].
The classof all finite co(V) is closed under (co6rdinatewise) multiplication (see e.g.

[424,0.5(4),page
266]),andit forms
a closed
setinthespace
coco
(S'wierczkowski
see [ 282, page 181 ] ).

The famousBurnside
ProblemaskedwhetherF v(n) is alwaysfinitefor V the
variety of groupsdefinedby the law xTM= 1. The negativesolutionby Novikovand

Adjan[335] statedthat IFv(2)I-- •q0whene.g.m = 4381.Theproofin [66] issaid
to be false (see [3] ). (Now 4381 has been reduced to 665 [3] .) For related resultsin
semigroups,see [ 171 ].

Ingeneral
algebra,
atypical
theorem
isthatofPtonka
[364]:if con(V)
=n.2n-1,
thenV mustbeequivalent
to oneof fourvarieties,
namelythosegivenby 231- 234:
Zi: xx=x
(xy)z = x(zy)
x(yz) = x(zy)

Z2: xx = x
(xy)z = (xz)y
x(yz) = xy

(xy)y = xy

233:xx = x
(xy)z = (xz)y
x(yz) = xy
(xy)y = x
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2;4:(xyz)uv= x(yzu)v= xy(zuv)
xyy

= x

xyz

= xzy.

(WhereZ4 hasa singleternaryoperation,denotedby juxtaposition.)
Althoughthere
exist isolated results such as this of P•'onka and that of Fajtlowicz above, we are.
obviously a long way from a solution of this
PROBLEM.

Find a class of numerical invariants of V which determine

V within

equivalence.(Perhaps only in special circumstances.)

We close with an interestingcalculation of this invariant for an infinitary V. If V
is the variety of complete Boolean algebras (which has n-ary operations for every

cardinaln), then Fl,,(tq0)is a properclass(Hales[ 174], Gaifman[ 146]). (Seealso

[404].) Similarly,Fi,,(3)isa properclass
for V thevarietyof complete
lattices[174].
Compare the "free Borel algebra" [50, page 257].

14.6. The amalgamationproperty (AP) for V generalizesthe existence(due to
Schreier) of amalgamatedfree products in group theory. (One form of) the AP states
that given A,B,C G V and embeddings f: A -> B, g: A -> C, there exists D • V and

embeddings
f': B-> D, g': C-> D suchthat f'f= g'g. A generalinvestigation
of AP
began with Jo'nsson[218], [219] and now there is an extensiveliterature - e.g., see

Pigozzi [355], Bacsich[ 13] [ 14], Baldwin [23], Dwinger[ 111], Hule and Milllet
[195], Forrest [139], MacDonald [268], Simmons[399], Schupp [386], Yasuhara

[445], Bacsichand Rowlands-Hughes
[ 15]. Varietiesknown to haveAP are relatively
rare, but includegroups,lattices,distributivelatticesand semilattices(see 14.9 below).
(No other variety of modular latticeshasAP - Gr•itzer,Lakserand J6nsson[ 167], and
AP fails for semigroups- Howie [191], Kimura [245] .)We cannot begin to mention
all resultson the AP, but one representativetheorem comesfrom Bryars [69] (also see

[15]): V hasthe AP iff for anyuniversal
formulas
O•l(Xl,X2,...),
o•2(Xl,X2,...
) such
that V • o•1 v o•2, thereexistexistential
formulas
/31,t32
suchthat V • 13i->
oq
(i = 1,2)andV • 131v 132'
For a related property, see [ 215 ]. See also 12.7 above.

14.7. A variety. V has the congruenceextension property (CEP) iff every
congruence 0 on a subalgebraB of A G V can be extended to all of A, i.e. there exists
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a congruence
• onA such
that0 = • (3B2. Abelian
groups
anddistributive
lattices
have CEP, but groups and lattices do not. See e.g. Banaschewski[30], Pigozzi [355],
Davey [ 97 ], Day [ 101 ], [ 104], Fried, Griitzer and Quackenbush[ 140], Bacsichand

Rowlands-Hughes[15], Magari [275], Mazzanti [289] (where one will find some
other references to the Italian school - in Italian usage, "regolare" means "having the

CEP"). In [ 15 ] there is a syntacticcharacterizationof CEP in the style of that for AP
in 14.6 above, although these two properties are really rather different. This
characterization is closely related to Day [ 101]. Notice that in Boolean algebras the

CEP can be checked rather easily because every algebra B is a subalgebraof some

power
AI, where
A isthetwo-element
algebra
andeverycongruence
0 onBisof the
form

(ai)0(b
i) iff { i' ai = bi} GF
for some filter F of subsetsof I. (And, of course,the same filter F may be used to
extend 0 to larger algebras.) A variety in which congruencescan be described by filters

in this manner is calledfiltral - e.g. [140], [289], [275] and especially [39]. But, e.g.,
semilattices form a non-filtral variety which has CEP. It is open whether filtrality
implies congruence-distributivity( õ 15 below). For CEP see also Stralka [405 ].
PROBLEM. (Griitzer [ 165, page 192] ). If V satisfies

(for all X C_V) HS X = SH X,
then does V have the CEP? This is true for lattice varieties (Wille).

14.8. A variety V is residually small iff V contains only a set of subdirectly
irreducible (s.i.) algebras (õ4), i.e. the s.i. algebras do not form a proper class,i.e.

there is a bound on their cardinality. It turns out that this bound, if it exists, may be

taken
as2n,where
n = N0 + thenumber
ofoperations
in V (see[419]). V isresidually
smalliff V0 canbe takento beasetin (*) of õ4, whichisto saythat Vhasa "good"
coordinate representation system. For some other conditions equivalent to residual
smallness,see [419] and [34]; also see [24] where e.g. finite bounds on s.i. algebras

are considered.McKenzie and Shelah [301] considerbounds on the size of simple

algebrasin V and obtain a resultanalogous
to that on 2n just above.(An algebra is
simple iff it is non-trivial and has no proper homomorphic image other than a trivial

algebra.Every non-trivialvariety has at least one simplealgebra[273] ;but see[326]
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for the failure of this fact for varieties of infinitary algebras.)

Some residually small varieties' Abelian groups, commutative rings with a law

xm = x (cf. õ6), semilattices,
distributivelattices,various"linear"varieties(asin 14.3
above); also if V = HSP A for A finite and V has distributive congruences(e.g. A = any

finite lattice), then V is residually small (by J6nsson'sTheorem in õ 15 below). Also
any •-product of two residually small varieties •

as in 9.14) is residually small.

(Similarly for AP and CEP.) Some non-residually small varieties: groups, rings,

pseudocomplementedsemilattices(see [216], [ 382] ), modular lattices, and HSP A
for A either 8-element non-Abelian group (both generate the samevariety - see 8.5
above). Also cf. 12.12 above.

A variety V is residually small iff every A in V can be embedded in an
equationally compact algebra B [419]. Mycielski [321] defined B to be equationally

compactiff every set [' of equationswith constantsfrom B is satisfiablein B if every
finite subset of [' is satisfiable in B. Here is an example [321] of failure of equational
compactnessin the group of integers:

3x0 + x1 = 1
x 1 = 2x2

x2 = 2x3
ß

ß

ß

Onecansolveany finitesubsetof theseequations
in integers
simplyby solving
3x0 +

2n-lxn
= 1, always
possible;
butclearly
theentire
setimplies
3x0= 1,impossible.
Equational compactness is implied by topological compactness (use the finite
intersection property for solution sets), but not conversely. Thus we are led to this
problem, which has been settled positively for many V.

PROBLEM. [419].

If V is residually small, can every algebrain Vbe embedded

in a compact Hausdorff topological algebra?(See õ 16 below.)
There is a large body of research on equational compactnesswhich we cannot

begin to cover here. See the survey review [423], or [72] or [425] for references.
Also see G. H. Wenzel's appendix to the new edition of [ 163 ].

Among the equationally compact B D_A there is one which is "smallest," i.e., a

"compactification
of A" - see[419, page40] or [29]. W•glorz[439] provedthatthis
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compactification is always in HSP A.

14.9. The conjunction of AP, CEP and residual smallness (14.6 - 14.8) is

equivalent to the purely category-theoreticproperty of injectire completeness(see
Banaschewski[30] ). (Pierce [353] noticed that injective completenessimpliesAP.) V
is injectively complete (or, "has enough injectives") iff every algebra in V is
embeddable in a V-injective, i.e. an algebra A C V such that whenever B C_C C V and

f: B • A is a homomorphism, there exists an extension of f to g: C • A. (See e.g.
[ 143, õ6.2] but remember that most varietiesare not Abelian categories.)The variety
of semilattices has enough injectives (Bruns and Lakser [68], Horn and Kimura
[190] ) and so does that of distributive lattices (Banaschewskiand Bruns [32], Balbes

[22]). For a theoryof injectivehullsin varieties,
see[418,page411]. Seealso[154].
We know examples to show that AP, CEP and residual smallnessare completely
independent properties, except for one case'
PROBLEM.

AP and Res. Small • CEP?

For further information on varieties with enough injectives, see Day [99] and

Garcih [150]. In 14.10 just below we will mention another category-theoretic
property of varieties.Yet another one is that of beinga bindingcategory,investigated
for varieties in [398] and [ 180].

14.10.Uniquefactorization
of finite algebras
(UFF) in V, i.e., if A1 X -.. X

An-• B1 X --. X Bs• V is finiteandno Ai or Bj canbefurtherdecomposed
asa
productof smaller
factors,thenn = s andaftersuitably
tenumbering,
A 1 -• B1,A2 •
B2.....An -• Bn. (Historically,
thisproblemhasbeenapproached
independently
of any
mention of V, but the results obtained often have an equational character.) Birkhoff
proved [ 50, page 169] that V has UFF if V has a constant term a such that

(*) V • F(a .....a) = a for all operationsF of V
and V has permutable congruences, and Jdnsson [222]

improved "permutable" to

"modular" (see õ15 for these terms). Jdnsson and Tarski [230] proved that V has
UFF if V has a constant term a obeying (*) and a binary operation + such that
V•x+a=x=a+x.

McKenzie showed [294] that the variety of idempotent semigroups(see 13.6) has

UFF, but the varietyof commutativesemigroups
doesnot (see[50, page170]). UFF
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has an influence on the fine spectrum (cf. 14.2) - see [424, pages 285-6]. For the

closelyrelated subjectof "cancellation,"seeLova'sz[262].
14.11. Universal varieties. We must refer the reader to the papers [359], [361]
of Pigozzi for this relatively new notion which promisesto be quite important. F is

universal
iff for everysimilaritytype thereexist F-termso•t corresponding
to the
operations of this type such that for each A of this type there exists B C F such that A

isasubalgebra
of(B;FBt)tC
Tand
(B;FBt)t•
Tobeys
exactly
thesame
laws
asA.(E.g.,
the

variety

of

quasigroups is universal.) Many of

the undecidability and

lattice-theoretic resultsof õ õ 12,13 above extend to universalvarieties.
14.12. The Schreier property (all subalgebras of free algebras are free) is

investigatedin Meskin [311], Kelenson [243], Aust [8], Je•ek [210] and Budkin
[71]; cf. 12.8 above. Neumann and Wiegold (supplementary bibliography) showed
that the only Schreier varieties of groups are all groups, all Abelian groups, and all

Abelian groupsof exponent p (prime). (Schreier earlier proved that the variety of all
groups has this property.) T. Evans gave a parallel result for semigroups (see
supplementary bibliography).

15. Malcev conditions and congruence identities. Malcev proved [278] that a
variety F has permutable congruencesiff there is a ternary term p(x,y,z) such that
F • p(x,x,y) = p(y,x,x) = y.

(For binaryrelations•, •k, define•- •k= • (a,c): thereexistsb(a,b)• • and(b,c) • •k•
and say that F haspermutablecongruencesiff •- •b= •' • for all congruenceson any
A • F.) B. J6nssonproved [221 ] that all congruencelattices of algebrasin F obey the

distributive
law iff thereexistternarytermsPi(x,y,z)(0 • i•n)

suchthat the

following equations hold identically in F:

Pi(x,y,x)= x

(0 • i • n)

P0(x,y,z)= x pn!•X,y,z)
=z
Pi(X,X,y)
= Pi+1(x,x,y) (i even)
Pi(x,y,y)= Pi+l(x,y,y) (i odd).
(But cf. 12.10 above.) And Day [98] proved a similarresultfor modularityof the
congruence lattice. ,Properties of varieties definable in this way by the existence of
terms have come to be known as Malcev-definable (see [420],

[333] or [26] for a
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precise definition). The number of properties known to be Malcev-definablehas been

growing rapidly - see [420] for a summary of those known up to 1973 and [73] for a
partial updating; also see [21 ], [44]. They include the following:
IAI divides IBI whenever A C_B G V, B finite;

V has no topological algebraswith noncommutative homotopy (cf. õ 16);
no A G V is a union of two proper subalgebras[ 73 ];

V has no nontrivial finite algebras(cf. 14.1).
The first three of these hold for all groups.The last one has the distinction that there
is no way to recursively enumerate a Malcev condition for it, as was observed by J.
Malitz - see [420, page 383]. See [420], [333], or [26] for a necessaryand sufficient
condition for a property of varieties to be Malcev-definable which easily entails all the
above examples except the second (and many more).
Permutability and modularity of congruenceshave been important from earliest
times in universal algebra (cf. 14.10 above and for recent examples, see [173] [428]

and recent work of J. Smith). But the condition which has been most important
recently is distributivity; this importance stems from J6nsson'stheorem [221] that if
X is any subset of a congruence-distributive variety then
S.I. c• HSP(X) c_HSU(X)

(here S.I. denotes the classof all subdirectly irreducible algebras(õ4) and U(X) is the
classof all ultraproducts of families of members of X). (Also see Baker [ 18 ] .) In many
casesthis yields a very good representation theory in the senseof õ4, e.g. if X is a

finite set of finite algebras, in which case U(X) = X. (For the finite case, see also
Quackenbush [373] for a somewhat simpler proof; a similar argument had earlier been

known to A. F. Pixley.) Among many usesof this result has been the investigationof
congruencelattices (see especially 13.2 and 13.11 above), and the "internal" model

theory of many individual varieties whose algebrashave the operations of lattice
theory among their operations. See e.g. Davey [97], Berman [45], and references
given there. A very important kind of algebra generatinga congruence-distributive

varietyis a quasi-primal
algebra,
i.e.,withinequivalence,
analgebra
A = (A,T,F1,F2,...)

where
Ais
afinite
set
and

T(x,y,z) =

{ xifx%
y
zifx=y
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Every finite algebra in HSP A is uniquely a product of subalgebrasof A. Many of the

equivalence-invariants
of thesevarieties(e.g.the fine spectrum,CEP,AP, Con(V)- see
õ14) are relatively easy to evaluate. See Pixley [362] and Quackenbush [369] for
details and further references - the notion goes back essentiallyto Pixley, building on

work of Foster and Rosenbloom. For infinite analogsof primal algebras,seeTulipani
[433] and Iwanik [202]. For congruence-distributivity cf. also 9.11 and 14.7.

Clark and Krauss [89]

[90] have given a remarkable theory of para primal

algebras, a kind of non-distributive generalization of quasiprimal algebras,combining
ideas of quasiprimality and linear algebra. Also see [371]

[300]

[173]; cf. 9.13

above.

Pixley and Wille gave an algorithm ([363]

[442]; also see [420, Theorem 5.1])

to convert every identity on the congruence lattice (in ^, v, and o) into a Malcev

condition. Which of these conditions are "new" remains an open question. For
instance, Nation proved [322] that for certain lattice laws X which do not imply the

modular law, the following holds: if all congruencelattices of algebrasin a variety V
obey X, then they all obey the modular law.
Very recently S. V. Polin has proved that Nation's result fails for some non-trivial

lattice law X. Non-modular "congruence varieties" are extensively investigated in a
forthcoming paper of A. Day and R. Freese. Also see [103],

[224] or [298] for

further discussion of the state of affair just prior to Polin's result. Also see B.

Jdnsson's
appendixto the forthcomingnew editionof [ 163].
Another Malcev-definable property of varieties V which has received wide

attentionis that Fv(n) • Fv(m). (Seee.g.Marczewski
[282], references
giventhere,
and various other articles in the same volume of Colloquium Mathematicum.) For

fixedno,thesetof numbers

{n C co:Fv(n)• Fv(n0))

isalways
anarithmetic
progression,
andanyprogression
canoccur
(S'wierczkowski,
et
al.). If Fv(n) -• Fv(m) with m =/=
n, then V hasnonon-trivial
finitealgebras
(Jdnsson
and Tarski [231]) (cf. 14.1). (Also seeClark [87] .)

See Csfik•iny[95] for a collectionof propertiesof varietiesresembling,but more
generalthan, Malcev conditions. A nice specialexample is in Klukovits [247].
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16. Connections
with topology.If A = (A,Ft)tCT is any algebraandT is any

topology
onAsuch
that
every
Ft' Ant-*Aiscontinuous
(inthent-fold
topological
productof T), thenwe saythatA = (A,T,Ft)tCT is a topological
algebra.
Thespace
(A,T) is not at all independent from the equational theory of A, but rather the two
seem to influence each other quite strongly. This influence is poorly understood, but
many interesting examples are known.

16.1.Nosphere
except
S0, S1, S3,S7 canbean"H-space,"
i.e.,canobey
ex

=

x =

xe

forbinarymultiplication
andconstant
e (Adams
[2]), andS7 cannot
alsoobeythe
associativelaw (James [204] ).

16.2. The space of a topological group must be homogeneous,with Abelian

fundamental
group,
and
ifcompact
and
uncountable,
ofpower
>•2•q0.
(Allofthese
facts are essentially well known.)

16.3. The spaceof a topological Boolean algebra, if compact, must be a power

2n for 2 a 2-elementspace.(Kaplansky[237] .)
16.4. The space of topological semilattice has zero homotopy in each of its

components in each dimension (Taylor [429]),

and if compact, connected and

finite-dimensional,cannot be homogeneous(Lawson and Madison [253] ).
16.5. If V is defined by the equations (*) of 14.3 above, then it is not hard to

check that the topologicalalgebrasin V have "square" universe(as in Evans [ 118] ),
i.e. each is homeomorphic to the squareof some other space.

16.6. If V is the product U•

W of two varieties (see [424],

õ0]), then a

topological algebrain V with product-indecomposablespacemust be either in U or W

(this can be seenfairly easily from the methodsoutlined in [420, pages357-358] or
[424, pages265-267] ).

16.7. If a compactconnectedtopologicalalgebraobeysthe law
(xy)(yz) = xz,

then it also obeysthe law xy = uv. (Bednarekand Wallace[38] .) It is an old problem

of A.D. Wallace(see[378] ) whetherthe "skew-associative"
law
x(yz) = (zx)y

canhold on the unit intervalwithout the associative
law holdingaswell.
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For some more examples consult [429]; also cf. 14.1 above. In [429] there is a

fairly complete analysisof the influence of the laws obeyed by a topological algebra

onthelawswhichmustbeobeyed
byitshomotopy
groups.
•wierczkowski's
method
[407] of topologizing free algebras was essential to this work. But we are still a long

way from understanding the general interaction between the space of A and Eq A.
There is of course no a priori reason for believing that Eq A is especially important

here (rather than say the full first order theory of A), but experiencehas often yielded
examples which involved identities. (For e.g. connected fields obeying px = 0, see

[438], [320] .)

Very closely connectedis the study of functional equations- seeAcz•l's book
[1]

- a vast subject in itself. It proceeds like the above, also allowing certain

"constants," i.e. function symbols whose meaning is prescribed in advance, such as
ordinary addition + of real numbers - a typical early result being Cauchy's theorem
that the continuous

solutions

of

f(x + y) = fix) + f(y)
on the real numbers are the linear functions f(x) = ax.

17. Miscellaneous. Here we list a few topics that are concerned with equations
in one way or another, but do not fit precisely into any of the earlier sections.

17.1. Algebraically closed algebras are defined analogously to algebraically
closed fields. See e.g. Simmons [399], Bacsich [12], Forrest [139], Sabbagh [381]
and Schupp [386]

and references given there. All algebraically closed algebrasin a

variety V are simple iff every algebra in V can be embedded in a simple algebra of V.

(B. H. Neumann had earlier proved that every algebraically closed group is simple.)
(Cf. the final result of Evans in õ 12 - Word Problems, and that of McKenzie and

Shelah in 14.8.) Of coursethe satisfiability of equations (in algebraically closed fields)
is historically where the study of equations arose. In a recursively axiomatized variety
V, if a finitely presented A C V is embeddable in every algebraically closed B c V,

then A has solvableword problem (Macintyre [271]; seealso [329], [381] and [386] •t
17.2. Satisfiability of equations, especially their unique satisfiability, figures
heavily in the work of Sauer and Stone characterizing concrete endomorphism
monoids. (See [383] .)
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17.3. See e.g. [193], [363] and referencesgiven there for "local" varieties.

17.4. There is a rapidly growing theory of combinatorial designsas varieties.
Bruck first observedthat if a binary operation obeys the laws
XX----X

xy = yx

x(xy) = y
then one has a Steiner triple system

({x,y,xy }: x 4:y},
and conversely, all Steiner triple systems arise in this way. This idea can be greatly

extended; consult Evans [126],

Ganter and Werner [148],

[149],

Quackenbush

[370], Banaschewskiand Nelson [35], and Ganter [147].
17.5. Goodstein [159] propounded an equational axiom system for the natural
numbers, equally as strong as Peano's. It differs from the systems described here in
that it had another rule of proof, corresponding to uniqueness for inductive
definitions.

17.6. An equation calculus for the recursive definition of functions was
developed by G6del and Herbrand -it is describedin [246, õ54]. But it differs widely
from the logic of equations described here - for example, it lacks the symmetric law -

an equation f(.-.)

= g(---) is an instruction meaning roughly, "if the RHS has been

calculated, then regard this as a way of calculating the LHS," and this processcannot

be reversed. Of course, this calculus greatly resembles the use of equations in e.g.
Fortran, although there are obvious differences.
17.7. Henkin has proposed a theory of types which can be viewed as an
equational theory. (See [ 182] .)
17.8. A theory of "heterogeneous" varieties (objects of more than one type) was

developed by G. Birkhoff and J. D. Lipson, A. I. Malcev, and P. J. Higgins. It was
useful in Taylor [420] (q.v. for full references, pages358-359). Boardman [58] used
essentially the sametheory in algebraic topology (his "colors").

17.9. One can study "products" of varietiesin a sensewhich originatedin group
theory (see H. Neumann's book [330] ), and was later extended by A. I. Malcev (see

[279, page422]) to someother varieties.For recentdevelopments,
see[249], [258].
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17.10. For "identical inclusions" see e.g. [261].
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An identical inclusion is a

(non-first-order) condition of the form

r(xl,x2,...) C •Ol(X1,x2,...),o2(x1,x2,...),...•,
where •...• denotes the subalgebragenerated by ....
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